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With each new choice
we grow a little
or digress a little.
Difficult as they may be,




There is no one
who can make them for us;
only we ourselves.
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have been made for us;
but now the responsibility
lies in our hands.
When we were small
our clothes were chosen for us
We went to church
because we were told
that was the thing to do.
In school our counselors
told us what classes
we had to take;
and if we did not
attend class
we were severely punished.
Our parents even told us
who we could or could not
go out with,
and dictated the standards
to set our friendships by.
For some of us
even the choice
of which college to attend
was made by others.
But now we are here
and there is no one

























For all of us
comes the decision
of whether it is better for us
to “ go Greek,”
or to remain a member
of Gamma Delta lota.
It is the individual’s discretion







the Greek system —what sorority —what fraternity?
How do we determine
which is best for us?
Once the choice is made
are we







*Every fall and spring
we face new academic decisions,
we don't have a major yet,
so we must decide
which courses
will lead us
to make the right choice.
We decide
to register for religion
because it is a requirement
everyone must meet;
and a science,
let’s not forget that,
but what else will help us
to make up our minds?
Of course we have an advisor,
and a “ brother” or “ sister"
is always willing
to suggest courses,
but they cannot tell us
what we are interested in;
we are alone in our decisions.
Once our schedule is planned
what do we do
if a class is closed?
Pressures hit,
and by the time
we are through registration
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On opening day of classes
we are faced
with the learning situation.
If we don't like the prof
will we stick it out




Maybe we have an “ easy” class;
the lectures follow the book
exactly.
Will we go to class,
or attempt
to cover the material
on our own time?
Then another question —
are we here to learn,
or only to get a credit?
This, also,
is our decision
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or are we spectators?
There are many activities
on campus.
Will we join any?
Will we learn something
of the community
of which we are a part,
or will we sit back
and watch the rest
of the campus interacting?
Perhaps we will go
to the other extreme
and join as many committees
as possible;
get our names well known,
have an “ in”
with the campus community.
Then we will flunk our courses
because we had no time
to study;
become known as one
who could not
make it on his own.








We had a good team
in almost every competitive sport
this year —how well were they supported?
A team is for
group participation,
each supporting the other,
but in actual competition
the player is alone




because everyone is watching.
An athlete must also decide
if an education is important,
or maybe he is just here
to “ play ball.”
He must decide
what kind of future he wants.
Life isn’t all fun and games,













the chance to learn
how to develop
many of these same qualities
in ourselves.
We will mold our character
as we would like to see it
in these years.
Will we take the opportunity
to meet people
and learn more about them,




Or is it because
we are too afraid
of being turned down,
or getting too involved?




on the social aspects;
forget this silly
“ education bit.”
As long as we maintain
a C + average
the draft won’t get us,
and we can graduate;
Besides,



















































































from the rest of the world
if you let it
The decision is yours.
*i *
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for the outside world.
Will we take advantage of them;
Will we prepare ourselves
for the future;





the decisions for us?
Will we let life mold us,
or will we
take the initiative
and mold our own lives?
The decision is ours.
Will we make the right choice?

































































It is a pleasure to write a greeting for the
Tamanawas. This is an important document in the
life of the University of Puget Sound which becomes
to each student a living story of the people, the
program, and the events of the University for
1968-69.
This Tamanawas will grow more precious through
the years, for it will recall the days spent on the
campus, the beauty of the surroundings, the friends
that have been made, the wonderful relationships
which students have had with faculty, and give in
memory the rosy glow of university days.
I personally wish each of you a fine future. Your
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FROSH OFFICERS: Buster Brown, Sgt.-at-Arms; Greg Brewis, President;
























































HERE: Completing their business education at UPS were the follow¬ing Dutch students from throughout Holland. STANDING L-R:
Jack Scheepbouwer, Louis Slangen, Fred Lachotzki, Tilly and
Gerard van Rooyen, Hans van Eiken, Roik van Heusden and
Hans Schut. SITTING L-R: Evert Slijper, Jos Bomers and
Alphons Roemer.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE
i6
Business Administration And Economics
*
A
Ellen Capen Ernest Combs Niels Dahl
iY,






John Prins Thomas Sinclair
Charlotte Anderson John Barline Roberta Bell
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John Chouinard Chris Collins Kristen Cunningham Greg Curwen Martin Dale Douglas Ewen Donna Dupea Tom Fargher
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William Farnell Miller Freeman Mark Gambriell Brent Gathwright John Gaulding Richard Gordon James Hanson J.Michael Hardy
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Adam Laughlin Robert Lavery Al Lawrence Bob Leeper Dennis Leighton Gerald Jones Gary Koskivich Thomas Lyon
t$ ?
Bruce MacArthur Thomas McKinnon Eugene Miceli
%
*Marvin Ostby Thomas Page John Pittman Erick Perkins Mike Persson
r
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Charles Rademaker James Rolfe Gerard Van Rooijen Bryan Ross James Rudolph Jack Scheepbouwer Frankie Schlender HansSchut
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Fredrick Selden Starke Shelby Mark Skea Louis Slanger Evert Slijper Al Somers Philip Stanley Louie Stranger
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Archie Blakley Edward Buckley Paula Canonica Jim Hewson
Karen Bagne Ginny Burdick Keith Haucshshn Jerald King
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Peggy Lee Greg Magee Roger Merrick
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Glen Baisinger Tom Berg
w 'ri
Jane Bosse Lee Brooke
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Richard Coovert Paul Goodin Jim Henderson Dean Henry Tom Iverson Denny Jaekel
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Ted Johnson Pricilla Lisicich Dan McFarland Charles Masonic Janie Munro Tom Neu
a
George Obiozor Ray Pulitano Jim Rawn John Robertson Louis Smith
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Bobbi Bliss Nancy Cooper Earl De Koker Sandra De Mers Jan Frey
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S C I E N C E
Department Chairman Dr. Gordon Alcorn
w
Dr. Murray Johnson Dr.Ernest Karlstrom
Dr.John Kleyn Eileen Solie
Biology
- - $ 1
Andrew Boughal John Crouch Nancy Goettling Alf Johnson Carl Kese










Department Chairman Dr. Norman Anderson Owen Kramer Byron Ristvet
Dr. Keith Berry Peter Cheung
Chemistry









Lee Kopelke Richard Peterson
*
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Dr. Ed Goman Wilber Sims
Math
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Karen Bertholf Patrica Burtner Chris Earnest Joan Gilbert Suzanne Jones
*-
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Karen Lindeman Emily Miller Irene Morrow
*
Karen Partenheimer Judith Scott June Wright




















Francis Chubb Peggy Mayes Monte Morrison
Art




Ralph Coikrum Phillip Hager
Mary Northdurft f! FrancisSibley
Walt Perry Gina Soule
«*
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Rosa Acosta Otto Bachimont Monique Barnes
10 r 1v K
Brice Bucklin Renate Hodges Anna Lavaska
S.Niwa Howard Purvis Marguerite Seeley
Department Chairman Dr. Warren Tomlinson
Foreign Language Marion Weidin
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lion Herlinger Robert Taylor
Music
•&.11 r
Frances Hartley Robert Herringson Robert Pendergrast










Bill Kennedy John Strong









Department Chairman Dr. Wilbur Baisinger
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Darlene Allen Dr. Thomas Anderson
>
Dr. Joseph Dolan Dr. Ed Gibbs
Beth Griesel Dr. Milton Hoyt
Dr. Anabel Lee
» ¥le» - 1
Ginny Birkley Janet Bragg Toni Brener Cynthia Charles Diane Crews Pam Davenport Robert Davenport
9 &
k
5. 9,f ^0Connie Davis Marilyn Davis Geoffry Doll Susan Doll Ruth Egstad Cathlene Fuller Kathy Gehrke
r.1^ ) %.JLLoanne Hamilton Lou Hanson Clara Hoges Bonnie Keehn Sally Kingston Kathy Kittinger
Susan Knudson Kip Lange Marilyn Lones Nancy Magee Diane Matsuda Marilyn Minnitti
*
Marsha Nelson Mary Norton Pam Peel Ann Pollack Margaret Porter Susan Rasell
f
Paige Rasmussen Eileen Riberts Terri Rock Margaret Sellers Louise Sellers Richard Smith
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Tamara Starkey Ardra Stenide Sandy Teichroew Susan Udman Pam Wick man Pam Wiles Janie Wittenberg
l
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Department Chairman Claudine Kratzberg
Karen Townsend Sharon Wimer
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Alice Bond Don Duncan John R.Heinrich Francis McDonnell Joe Peyton Bob Ryan Paul Wallrof
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Freshmen stand in the long lines awaiting registration for classes.
The Panhellenic reception brings an askance look from
Joan Tracey.
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KSUPS begins broadcasting on campus this September.
78
Frosh Spent First Days At UPS





An informal college atmosphere greeted the incoming freshmen during orientationweek. Various campus leaders both government and organizational came to theseinformal glimpses of college life. Many questions were posed to and answered byDr. Thompson, Dean of the University.
Eating Watermelon . . .
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Chasing Derbies
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"Going Back To The Islands”
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The swinging Ali-Hees played “Going
Back to the Islands" and all those in
the audience wished that they were
in Hawaii. The tempo of the show pick¬
ed up quickly as the Ali-Hees presented
a wild version of the "Hawaiian Wed¬








Anita Helle was chosen Queen of the Home¬
coming festivities and Scotty Smith was
chosen King during intermission of the Don
Ho Show. Anita and Scotty represented the
Women’s and Men’s Independent living
groups.
8








“ Let the Good Times Roll” and may
those good times be now, and may
they be plentiful, was the message
extolled to the students at the tra¬
ditional Homecoming banquet. Sara
Bruns and Rix Patton were chairmen
of the proceedings through wind, rain,
and finally sunshine. The football
team, Chips, Choppers, the cheer¬
leaders, and members of the student
body attended the festive banquet.
mlJU -u v '
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HOMECOMING COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN were, BACK ROW: Becky Austell, Kathy Moles, VirginiaBirkby, Paul Durand, Kathy Smeltzer, Wendy McNelley, Rick Stockstad, Jan Frey, Sue Warren,Karen Partenheimer. FRONT ROW: Rix Patton, Sara Bruns, Don Boehm.
!2
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Dr. Thompson wishes the Theta Chis good
Queen Anita and King Scotty looked on as the traditional trike race begins. luck.
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“But it's been fifteen years since I’ve been on a trike!”
L e t
T h e r e B e L i g h t s
a n d F i r e
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t h e
c r o w d
s t a r e d i n
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T h e B u m p s
p l a y e d
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a f t e r
t h e t o r c h
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The Weather Was Damp
King Scotty and Queen Anita thanked the
rain-soaked crowd for coming to cheer the
Loggers onto victory. All of the students were
urged to attend the formal dance in the
S.U.B. The Pacific Northwest Territory and












The Thunderbirds of the University of British
Columbia went home with their tails behind
them. U.P.S. displayed competence both of¬
fensively and defensively and totaling a final
score of 14-0.
A visitor from White Stag wishes the Loggers luck
in the game.










'he County City building was the scene of a protest rally
igainst Ordinance 18669, which limits the rights of free.peech. Members of the A.C.L.U. at the University organized








Wait Perry sang at a pre-rally gathering; the audience listened
thoughtfully.
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"To My Brother Russell”
Bill Cosby, the famous comedian, kept
his audience in stitches with stories of
his brother Russell and “ the ultimate
weapon” , his mother. A thoroughly hypno*-
tizing evening was enjoyed by all. Mr.
Cosby introduced many selections from
his album “ To My Brother Russell With
Whom I Slept.”






Bill Cosby with the very exciting Pair-Extrordinaire.
8
"Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Momma's
Cast
Madame Rosepettle Becky Sprang
Jonathan Dave Lyles
Rosalie Nancy Kunze
Commodore Roseabove Rick Stockstad
Head Bellboy Peter Freer
Bellboys Patrick O’Malley,
Michael Kuntz, Gary Nomersen,Mike Price,
Randy Reeve
“ A 1575 Spanish Piaster as a tip!”
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“ Won’t you please come in Commodore Roseabove!”




"Not In Port Royal”
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It was from the repertoire of Moliere, that the Univers
Players chose their Christmas play. Appearing in Mil
Malleson’s adaption of “ The Miser" were
Ray Berry
Dale Carleson . .
Carol Sims
Tami Szerlip . . .
Craig Haines . . ,
Roger Tompkins
Brian Howland . .
Ken Alhadeff . .
Debbie Shaw . . .
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Could this be Jones Hall entrance??? No, this is one of the beautiful
entrances to Commencement Bay Campus. Students enjoy this co¬
educational way of campus living while attending regular classes at







Students enjoy a well-rounded concerts, lectures, ;
are planned in order for the students to get to kr
a
1m-
Different cultures, languages, and nationalities
make this experimental program an international
cultivation experience.
Everyone talks in their native tongue which is invaluable and everyone is given
a chance to speak.
The historical significance of this monument to Tacoma begin¬
nings is mirrored in the furniture, wood structure, room com¬








Janet Ambule studies in this early 1900 motif library
at C.B.C.







Students have use of an extensive library and are given ample time
for their academic lessons.
Commencement Bay Campus looks directly out onto the




















































































































The fountain sprouts icicles instead of watt
Watch out for a snowball! mm
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. . . logs flew through the air!









The thrill of victory!
. .. The agony of defeat!
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Our own Olympic runner!
* . A1i '
Girls always add to the flavor of an election!
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T h e C a n d i d a t e s :
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Lee Brooks points out the futility of talk— we must take action.
rI
Linda Wallis sees humor in Ed Galen’s comments.
Change shouldered













John O’Melveny proclaiming a program of student involvement and student-backed change takesthe oath of office as President of ASUPS.
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Tod McKelvey— new 1st Vice President!
I0
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Ginny Burdick, Karen Bagne, Gina Soule, and George Obiozer talk about Biafra and the Cross¬
roads Africa Program.
Each of the students attempting to spend the summer in Africa must earn
$1,100 dollars to pay partial expenses. The girls engaged in reading palms at
the spring carnival and have been talking to business men in Tacoma. They
hope to get the funds for this hands-across-the-sea venture— but money is
scarce in this affluent society.
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Old Spurs await the announcement of the baby Spurs for the coming year. The traditional tap¬
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Eileen Massart receives Chi Omega scholarship award.
12;




Arlene Brown, Sue Bona, Nancy Dolittle, Carol Lantz, Jan Hatgren and Susan McNight are
tapped for Mortar Board!
Mortar Board Taps
*iin







Mortar Board taps twenty at conclusion of the tapping ceremony!
26
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Dianna Jackson and Annie Osborne tell about Chips at UPS!
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“Duncan hails Macbeth as, Thane of Cawdor!"
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8 wins — 2 losses












































THE 1968 LOGGERS. Front Row L-R: Dan Devlin, Nick Sinnott, Dave Kin-kela, Bob Lucey, Rick Harber, Bryan Honore, Ron Ness, Ron Busche.
Row 2: Gary Brown, Scott McKnight, Bob Hunt, Rich Mayo, Dennis Hilling,
Ed McGrath, Wayne Mohn, Mike Price (co-captain). Row 3: Steve Burk¬
hart, Buddy Webster, Jerry Meyerhoff, Frank Veitenheimer, Roy Bogrand,
Jim Rudsit, Bob Cason, Dan McFarland. Row 4: Dan Thurston, Dave Mc-
Kim, Gene Tomlinson, Doug Whidden, Mike Jackson, Clint Scott, Gary
Fultz (co-captain), George Neeley, Lou Smith. Row 5: Hugh Larkin, Rich
Zelinski, Mike Long, Jay Kreimer, Tony Ventimiglio, Bob Brady, Henry
Johnson, Al Roberts, Jerome Crawford. Row 6: Coach Bob Ryan, Coach
Raoul Ancria, Coach Joe Peyton, Bob Botley, Ellis Cain.








Al Roberts 11 0 0
Dan Thurston 11 0 0
Clint Scott 0 3-14 32-39
Gary Brown 3 0 0
Bob Botley 3 0 0
Jerome Crawford 3 0 0
Scott McKnight 2 0 0
Bob Cason 2 0 0
Rich Zelinski 2 0 0
Gary Fultz 1 0 0
Roy Bogrand 1 0 0
Wayne Mohn 1 0 0
Jerry Meyerhoff 1 0 0
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Come’on guys! We’ve gotta do it right
we’re on TV.







Viking astounded by Logger friendliness.
PASSING
ATTEMPTS COMPLT. HI YARDS TDs
Bob Botley 127 65 9 966 12
Bob Cason 100 46 9 776 8
Mike Long 1 0 0 0 0
Gary Brown 1 0 1 0 0
Andy Lofton 1 0 0 0 0
RUSHING TOTAL TOTAL AVE.
PLAYS YG YL NET PA PC YARDS PLAYS YARDS GAME
UPS 506 2187 376 1811 230 111 1742 736 3553 355.3
OPP. 414 1378 449 929 311 150 1788 725 2717 271.7
One more throw just for the record.
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Lou Smith (85) stretches upward and over a Viking to intercept a pass.
RUSHING
CARRIES YG YL NET YDS. AVE.
Scott MeKnight 133 607 5 602 4.5
Al Roberts 86 392 55 337 3.9
Gary Brown 50 262 6 256 5.1
Doug Whidden 37 183 15 168 4.5
Bob Cason 57 263 122 141 2.5
Bob Botiey 74 249 140 109 1.5
Rich Zelinski 19 81 3 78 4.1
Jerome Crawford 22 72 10 62 2.8
Gary Fultz 8 39 15 24 3.0
Larry Hutchinson 2 7 0 7 3.5
John Marchetti 3 7 0 7 2.3
Hugh Larkin 5 10 4 6 1.2
Les Stanford 1 5 0 5 5.0
Terry Lowe 4 6 1 5 1.2
Andy Lofton 1 2 0 2 2.0
Gene Tomlinson 1 1 0 1 1.0
Mike Jackson 2 1 0 1 0.5
Roy Bogrand 1 0 0 0 0.0
NUMBER YARDS RET. AVE.
Mike Long 7 96 13.7
Mike Price 5 65 13.0
Roy Bogrand 3 26 8.6
Gary Fultz 2 31 15.5
Bryan Honore 2 12 6.0
Buddy Webster 1 22 22.0
Dan Devlin 1 19 19.0
Dan Thurston 1 15 15.0
Scott McKnight 1 14 14.0
Rich Zelinski 1 13 13.0
Dennis Hilling 1 9 9.0
Rich Mayo 1 6 6.0
Dan McFarland 1 2 2.0
Lou Smith 1 1 1.0
Hugh Larkin 1 0 0.0









CAUGHT YARDS TDs AVE.
Dan Thurston 60 992 11 16.5
Al Roberts 19 203 4 10.7
Roger Pollari 5 73 0 14.6
Doug Whidden 5 60 0 12.0
Rich Zelinski 4 96 1 24.0
Jerome Crawford 4 81 2 20.2
Gary Brown 4 68 1 17.0
Ellis Cain 4 57 0 14.2
Ron Ness 2 40 0 20.0
Scott McKnight 1 21 0 21.0
Gene Tomlinson 1 15 0 15.0
Wayne Mohn 1 14 1 14.0
Hugh Larkin 1 9 0 9.0Bob Cason 0 7 0
















Scott makes his powerful kick.
PUNTING
NUMBER YARDS AVE. PER KICK
int Scott 60 2193 36.6
KICKOFFS
NUMBER YARDS AVE. PER KICK
int Scott 54 2907 53.8
KICKOFF RETURNS
NO. YDS. TDs AVE. RET.
Jerome Crawford 14 248 0 17.7
Rich Zelinski 4 51 0 12.7
Al Roberts 3 105 1 35.0
Scott McKnight 2 39 0 19.5
Hugh Larkin 2 29 0 14.5
Gene Tomlinson 1 15 0 15.0
Roger Pollari 1 6 0 6.0
Gary Brown 1 0 0 0.0
PUNT RETURNS
NO. YDS. TDs AVE. RET.
Jerome Crawford 19 167 1 8.8
Hugh Larkin 2 19 0 9.5
Lou Smith 2 2 0 1.0














Most points, season — 288
Most yardage gained, season — 3553
Most passing yardage, season — 1742
Most pass attempts, season — 230
Most pass completions, season — 111
Most pass interceptions, season — 30
Most touchdowns, season — 41
Most touchdown passes, season — 20
Most passing yardage, game — 281 vs. Whitworth
Most touchdown passes, game — 5 vs. Whitworth
INDIVIDUAL
Game
Touchdown pass receptions — 4, Dan Thurston vs. Hawaii
Longest fumble runback — 98 yards, Gary Fultz vs. Western
Most touchdowns — 4, Dan Thurston vs.Hawaii
Longest field goal — 42 yards, Clint Scott vs. Hawaii
Season
Points scored — 66, Al Roberts and Dan Thurston
Touchdowns — 11, Al Roberts and Dan Thurston
Conversion kicks — 32, Clint Scott
Total offense — 1074 yards, Bob Botley
Rushing yardage — 602 yards, Scott McKnight
Passing yardage — 966 yards, Dan Thurston
Pass receptions — 60, Dan Thurston
Touchdown pass receptions — 11, Dan ThurstonKickoffs — 54, Clint Scott
Kickoff yardage — 2907 yards, Clint Scott
Kickoff average — 53.8 yards, Clint Scott
Kickoff return yardage — 248 yards, Jerome Crawford
Career
Points scored — 128, Clint Scott
Field goals — 17, Clint Scott
Conversion kicks — 77, Clint Scott
Consecutive conversion kicks — 41, Clint Scott
Pass attempts — 308, Bob Botley
Pass completions — 147, Bob Botley
Passing yardage 2108 — 2108 yards, Bob Botley
Touchdown passes — 20, Bob Botley
Touchdowns, running and passing — 30, Bob Botley
Touchdowns — 21, Al Roberts
Touchdown pass receptions — 16, Dan Thurston
Pass interceptions — 11, Gary Fultz
Punts — 1443, Clint Scott
Punting yardage — 5050 yards, Clint Scott
Punt returns — 81, Jerome Crawford
Punt return yardage — 882 yards, Jerome Crawford
Kickoffs — 143, Clint Scott
Kickoff returns — 31, Jerome Crawford
Kickoff yardage — 7953 yards, Clint Scott
146 Kickoff returns — yardage — 521 yards, Jerome Crawford




I’m gonna get you yet.
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THE SENIOR FIGHTING MEN ’68. Front Row L-R: Gary Fultz, Rich Zelinski, Al Roberts, Jay Kreimer,
Jerome Crawford. Row 2: Steve Burkhart, Mike Price, Lou Smith, Wayne Mohn, Dan McFarland.
SEASON HONORS
LITTLE ALL-AMERICA
Honorable mention — Dan Thurston, Al Roberts, Dave Kin-
kela, Bryan Honore
LITTLE ALL-NORTHWEST
First team — Dan Thurston, Al Roberts, Dave Kinkela, Bryan
Honore, Rich Mayo
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SONG QUEEN JULIE STROBEL and YELL KING
KEN McMANUS showing the type of spirit al¬












1968-1969 CROSS COUNTRY TEAM WERE: KNEELING L-R: Jack Donnell, Paul Marchant. STAND¬



















Cross Country was a new varsity sport this year at the University of Puget
Sound coached by Gary Patton. The team consisted of five athletes, who
ran in races ranging from three to five miles. The races were run over
golf courses, backwoods and parks, in rain, wind and freezing tempera¬
tures.
The Loggers competed against P.L.U., St. Martin's, W.W.S.U. and Whit¬
man. They also competed in two invitational meets. The Loggers, led
by their captain, Paul Marchant, consisted of Jack Donnell, Rick Fensak,
Curt Barber and Lance Hartley. The Logger team finished the season
with a decisive victory over St. Martin's.
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1968-1969 BASKETBALL TEAM. KNEELING L-R: Bill Sissom, Dan Bo-
grand, Ed Houston, Joe Wenaweser, Charles Lowery, Dave Lindstrom.
STANDING: Ernie Smith, Ed Horne, Mike Jordan, Howard Clark, John
Smith, Mike Bourn, Argie Rhymes. COACH was DON ZECH.
SEASON RESULTS
UPS OPPONENT
99 St. Martin’s . . . . 81
96 Linfield . . . . 82
68 Seattle Pacific . . . . 61
69 Univ. of San Diego . . . . 64
65 Seattle Pacific . . . . 61
88 Univ. of Portland . ... 65
66 Pomona State . . . . 61
108 Tahoe Paradise . . . . 88
94 Univ. of Cal. Riverside . . . . 83
99 Pacific Lutheran . . . . 60
91 Hastings (Nebraska) . . . . 62
85 British Columbia . . . . 65
93 British Columbia . . . . 68
74 Simon Fraser . . . . 75
96 Univ. of Portland . . . . 74
114 Univ. of Alaska . . . . 60
89 Univ. of Alaska .. . . 65
87 Simon Fraser . . . . 56
99 Portland State . . . . 82
106 St. Martin’s .. . . 83
84 Univ. of Hawaii (overtime) . . . . . . . 85
103 Armed Forces All-Stars . . . . 89
95 Univ. of Hawaii . . . . 84
70 Seattle Pacific . . . . 83
112 Portland State . . . . 86
81 Pacific Lutheran . . . . 73
102 Eastern Washington . . . . 80
Results: (24-3)











I thought you had it!
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Lowery is up to make that basket.



















































W h e r e t h e



































That Smith power does it all the time!









Lowery dives to recapture ball.
INDIVIDUAL SCORING
Games FG FT Pts Avg.
John Smith 27 210 86 506 18.7
Dave Lindstrom 27 145 89 379 14.0
Ed Huston 27 138 70 346 12.8
Charles Lowery 27 108 95 311 11.5
Argie Rhymes 27 95 92 282 10.4
Mike Jordan 26 81 55 217 8.3
Howard Clark 27 64 14 144 5.3
Mike Bourn 26 39 14 92 3.5
Chet Hovde 26 19 15 53 2.0
Dan Bogrand 17 13 11 37 2.2
Bill Sissom 20 11 5 27 1.4
Ernie Smith 15 7 2 16 1.1
Ed Horne 16 5 3 13 0.8
Joe Wenaweser 13 3 4 10 0.8
UPS TOTALS 27 938 557 2433 90.1
OPPONENTS 27 747 482 1976 73.2









Mike Bourn shows his determination to break away from his op¬















Dave Lindstrom has set his sights for the basket and no one can
stop him.













1IJ Huston shoots over the outstretched hands of one of the University of Portland’s .<ayers. II
rBASKETBALL i»
Charles Lowery connects for two points despite efforts of
Lutheran.
6 6 r1 8 9.Ttt *
MB Argie Rhymes (53) prepares to let loose with another











John Smith leaps for two against Seattle Pa¬
cific defender.
Argie Rhymes demonstrates his tremendous reach and


















Mike Bourne (35) tries to drive past his defender.








Most field goals, career— 433, John Smith, 1967-69
Best field goal percentage, game— 100% (6 for 6), Argie
Rhymes vs. Portland State,1968-69
Best field goal percentage, season— 54.8% (138-252), Ed
Huston, 1968-69
Best field goal percentage, career— 51.3% (433-845), John
Smith, 1967-69
Best free throw percentage, game— 100% (14 for 14), Dave
Lindstrom vs. Univ. of Hawaii, 1968-69
Best free throw percentage, game— 100% (14 for 14), Dave
Lindstrom, 1967-69
TEAM
Most wins— 24, 1968-69 (24-3)
Longest winning streak— 13 games, 1968-69
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WRESTLING TEAM: KNEELING: Tony Ventimigelio, Fred MacMillan, Randy Brooks, Pete Bernier.STANDING: Don Black, Jim Meyerhoff, Dick Munro, Neil Gray, Bob Hunt.
WRESTLING
The Wrestling team coached by Ramon Payne came outwith their best season to date, a five win and seven loss
record.
Bob Hunt, Jim Meyerhoff and Randy Brooks were the out¬standing mat men this year, each averaging an eight win
record. The UPS wrestlers were strong with endurance anddetermination. An example of this was Jim Meyerhoff who
won the pin trophy with four pins for the season. Jim was
also elected recipient for the inspirational award.
















SKI TEAM: ROW 1— SITTING: Major Dean Hunter, Mary Hall, Gigi
Graham, Margaret Gish, Nancy Hillier, Rooks Olson and Z. F. Danes.
ROW 2— STANDING: Vince Withington, John Husband, Mike McClos-
key, Sara Eaton, Grant Mittlestaedt, Peg Robinson, Tom Neu, Dan
Moore, Bruce Norquist. ROW 3: Steve Pettibone, Steve Giese, Kris
Anderson,and Jim Ulrich.The trophies pictured are the UPS Invitational
Girls Team— 1969 and the Gretchen Kunick Fraser Trophy— DaffodilClassic Award. Also on the team but not pictured are: Rick Stock-
staedt, Hans Van Eichen, Jack Scheepbouwer, Fred Lachotzki, Frank









Rick Stockstad in the cross-coun¬
try at Konsberger’s.
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CREW TEAM ’68-’69 WERE: ROW 1 L TO R: Terry Wilson, Bruce Rawn. Also on the team but not pictured are: Jack Fullerton, Vern
May, Art Weatherly (coxswain), Larry Lopez, Rick Peterson (com- Van Houten, Brian Johnson, Mark Leigh, Dick Munro, Bob Nelson,modore). ROW 2: Charles Austin, Al Lawrence, Dave Wilson, Ned





















Steve Peterson and Bob Boyd.
STANDING: Coach — Bob
Ryan, Steve Bubsky, Bill Lin¬
coln, Jerry Baglien.
UPS
18 St. Martins 0
2 Western Washington State College 16
9V2 Tacoma Community College 8%
51/2 Pacific Lutheran University 9%
3 Fort Lewis 15
6Y2 Western Washington 11%
41/2 University of Washington J.V. 131/2
11% St. Martins 61/2
2% University of British Columbia 15%
2% Portland State 151/2
Won 3 Lost 7
Head Coach Bob Ryan took his team through a schedule
of ten matches competing with teams from Washington,
Oregon, and British Columbia. The Logger golf team, led
by senior members Steve Dubsky, Roger Lundberg, and
Steve Peterson opened their season with a 18-0 victory over
St. Martins.
Members on the team came out holding various honors.
Exhibiting outstanding performance in a match against
Western Washington at Fircrest, Roger Lundberg sank a
hole in one on the No. 12 hole. At the Wile Country Club,
Steve Peterson claimed a low medal score of the year of
73 against the Washington Junior Varsity team. Bob Boyd
was awarded the Marlowe Memorial Golf Scholarship by
the Tacoma Golf Association.
With the majority of the lettermen returning, next season


















UPS SWIM TEAM. FRONT ROW L-R: Gary Benson, Graydon Neher, Martin Smith, Bill Looney,Doug Davis, Kim Lathrop. ROW 2: Pete Hamilton, Ron Payne, Doug Ewen, Jim Otness, Jim Du¬pree. ROW 3; Dave Voss, Steve Kimberley, Bob Knudson, Bill Martin, Doug Hilleren, Coach Dun¬can.
UPS Swimmers
The Loggers beat their arch-rival Central Washington 57-56 intheir best performance of the year to re-establish their posi¬tion as the top college division team in the Northwest.
UPS placed 14th out of 64 teams competing in the NCAA Col¬lege Division Championships at Springfield, Massachusettsin March. Five swimmers were named to the College DivisionAll-American team:
Peter Hamilton: 400 and 800 yd. freestyle relay teamsBill Martin: 400 and 800 yd. freestyle relay teamsDave Voss: 400 and 800 yd. freestyle relay teamsSteve Kimberley: 400 and 800 yd. freestyle relay teamsRon Payne: 100 yd. Breaststroke
Only one swimmer, butterflier Doug Ewen, will be lost to theteam through graduation, so we should be able to look for¬ward to another successful season in 1970.
Team co-captains were Jim Dupree and Doug Ewen.
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UPS Swimmers knock of for a while.










71 University of Idaho 33
75 British Columbia 36
64 Western Washington 39
79 Pacific Lutheran 33
80 San Francisco State 30
60 Fresno State College 53
45 University of Cal., Davis 66
57 Central Washington 56
73 Eastern Washington 39
45 Oregon State University 68
72 Pacific Lutheran 41
41 Simon Fraser University 72
81 Portland State 31
Season Record: Won 10 Lost 3
(Won their 100th dual meet against Port¬
land State)
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Bill Martin exhibits good form in backstroke.
UPS Aquamen swim








Peter Hamilton All-American team member.
their way to victory















TRACKSTERS. FRONT ROW L-R: Paul Marchant, Belaye Stephanos,
Tom Neu, Hugh Larkin, Ron Smith, Ken Smith, Charles Lowery, Jack
Donnell. ROW 2: Bill Looney, Coach Joe Peyton, Coach Joel Wingard,
Larry Thompson, John Smith, Gary Brown, Carl Carmichael, Bill Nelson.
Mike Craig, Rick Stockstad— Captain, Andy Lofton, Dave Kinkela, Mike
Qunell, Bob Hunt. NOT PICTURED: Ellis Cain, Richard Fensak, Jacques
Garrigues, Joe Kuster, Argie Rhyme, Ses Standford.
TRACK
The 1969 Track Team was coached by Joe Peyton. It
was a disappointing year for the Loggers despite a few
bright spots. Jack Donnell broke the mile record at
UPS. Tom Neu bettered the pole vault mark. Rick
Stockstad won all his hurdle races, but lost the one
at the Conference. Larry Thompson came within eight
inches of the record in the javelin throw.
For their outstanding contributions Jack Donnell re¬
ceived the Most Improved and the Inspirational Win¬
ner Awards and Larry Thompson received the Most
Valuable Athlete Award.
With many returning lettermen the Loggers can expect









166 Jack Donnell narrows down the competition.
h.
J4
Tom Neu shows record form in pole vault.
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In the relay, runners like Scotty Smith drive hard and fast to the finish.
SEASON RESULTS
UPS
58V2 Pacific Lutheran 94V2
St. Martins College 30
31V2 Pacific Lutheran 63%
St. Martins College 16%
Willamette 7iy2
32 Western Washington 113
72 Pacific Lutheran 90
St. Martins College 19
68 Simon Fraser 77
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The UPS Soccer Club was founded in October last
year by Mr. Hans Schut and Mr. George Phillip, with
the support of Professor Ng’Eno and Professor Prins.
After having played four successful games, the team
was admitted in the highest division of the Washing¬
ton State Soccer Football Association in which many
interesting games were played. The teams in this
league ranked the highest in the state. A trip to
Vancouver, B.C., where they played Vancouver City
College was also made. Next year, the team will be
playing in a Intercollegiate Soccer Conference. Other
members in this conference will be University of
Washington and Western Washington State Univer¬
sity. A permanent coach will be the basis of success
in this league.
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BASEBALL TEAM. FRONT ROW L-R: Randy Roberts, Larry Henry, Dave Fultz, Jim Bernstein, Dave Chambers, Rich Hand, Dave Bebba, Dave Bus-Harris, Roger Merrick, Mick Kelleher, Fred Wedeberg, Bob Reider, Dave sert, Tim Mann, Fred Bullert, Bill Hedges.Whitford. ROW 2: Coach Jack McGee, Jim Berg, Loren Wilson, Gary
7/ \I
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After only three years of NCAA Competition our team has
proven itself to be a strong competitor with its new affilia¬
tion. The key word in UPS Baseball is inspiration. Our
boys have proven they have a good share of it as evident
by their tremendously successful season. Of course, much
credit must be given to Coach Jack McGee who has built
the team into the diamond power it is now.
In the Regionals UPS dominated the action on the Pacific
Coast by scoring 3-2 and 7-2 wins over Chapman and a 12-7
decision over Sacramento State.
Five Puget Sounders were named to the All-Star team in
the regional tourney. They were All-America pitcher Rich
Hand, catcher Rodger Merrick, shortstop Mick Kelleher,
third-baseman Dave Chambers and second-baseman Jim
Bernstein.






1 Washington State University 0
4 Eastern Washington State College 6
2 Gonzaga University (Time Limit) 2
7 Idaho State University 3
REGULAR SEASON
3 Seattle Pacific College 4
17 Lewis & Clark College 0
5 Lewis & Clark College 0
11 Pacific Lutheran University 8
11 George Fox College 0
1 Portland State University 2
0 Portland State University 6
2 Seattle Pacific College 1
4 Seattle Pacific College 3
6 Western Washington State College 0
14 Cascade College 0
13 Cascade College 0
6 Warner Pacific College 4
17 Warner Pacific College 0
4 University of Oregon 2
4 St. Martin’s College 0
9 St. Martin’s College 0
2 Portland State University 1
2 Seattle Pacific College 3











2 Seattle Pacific 7
3 Portland State 1




12 Sacramento State 7
3 Chapman 6
7 Chapman 2
NATIONAL NCAA COLLEGE DIVISION FINALS
3 Illinois State 5
10 Florida Southern 13
Total of 31 Games played
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Rich Hand Named 1st Team All-American At Season's End
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RUGBY TEAM ’68-’69 WERE: ROW 1: Dave Johnson, Mack Lievense,
Ron Dean, Chuck Lenfesty (captain), Chris Collins, Chuck Wood¬
cock, Hans Van Eichen, Tim Moen. ROW 2: Jeff Arakaki, Roaul
Ancira, Bill Thomson, Paul Schmidt, Tooey Meyer, Fred Gatewood,
Jacques Garrigues. Also on the team but not pictured are: Alfonse
Roemer, Jeff Carlson, Don Harris, Jim Bernstein, Rob Cole.
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Mark Adriance Dave Ail Tom Berg Jim Bernstein
$* 55 9
r/ /H3H
Ed Brewster Dave Carroll Bob Cason John Chouinard
Chuck Churchward Chris Collins Greg Corwen Chris Craney
V
The 1968-1969 school year was another great year for
Beta Theta Pi. Betas obtained a fine 13-man pledge
class of whom several were participants in sports and
other campus activities. Pledges were victorious in their
annual football game with the Fijis (7-0).
Homecoming was successful as the Betas won the
Spirit Trophy and the Homecoming Trophy, a two-year
repeat. Also the Betas took first place in the Home¬
coming Trike Race for the second year in a row.
In intramurals Betas showed how two times two times
two times two can equal one. By mid-year they had tak¬
en second place in football, bowling, swimming, and
volleyball, but under point standing were in first place.
This year saw many great annual social functions for
the Betas; their Christmas dance, yard party, camping
trip, spring weekend, and many off-the-cuff functions.
Beta activities still left them time to devote to grades,

















One of the responsibilities of living in a fraternity house is taking care of repairsand upkeep.
/
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Doug Ewen Bruce Galloway Rich Gordon
Joe Hammond Bill Harper Don Harris






It’s a good way there is more than one way to get up the stairs.
George Lamb Hugh Larkin Chuch Lenfesty
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Bull sessions are common happenings in the house.
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Ray Pulitano Tom Reppun
~
r>
Al Rinaldo Paul Robinson
Betas were first in men’s intramurals.
Randy Satterwhite Bob Schwartz John Seaton John Sory John Thompson Craig Westerweller Bill Wilson Howard Zidell
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Phi Gamma Delta
The Wise, Old Great White Owl again saw the FijiHouse Play an integral and established role in the UPScampus community. Gamma reviewed the memoriesof the year — of Ed Galen serving as ASUPS SecondVice President, of the best pledge class on campuswhich included the President and Vice President ofthe Freshman class for the second straight year, ofcontinued success in intramurals, of our anniversarybanquet with our Theta sisters, of active involvementin student government with Fiji men in positions asASUPS Second Vice President, Tamanawas Editor,Frosh class officers, IFC Rush Co-ordinator and Friday-At-Four chairman, of brothers with missing blackdiamonds, of the purple Fiji chariot again winningfirst place, of the annual Purple Garter dance atAlderbrook, of hosting Fiji brothers from Alberta,British Columbia, Washington, Idaho and Oregon atthe Northwest Section Convention, of helping to incitethe annual Union Avenue riots, of the warmth of thehandclasp exchanged by Fiji Men who honored theirsecrecy policy and cooperated with one another tobuild a unified chapter on the UPS campus.
Looking back over a successful year, the GWO emitteda hoot of exultation over the productive and fraternalspirit of Fiji Men at UPS.
Jeff Arakaki
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Greg Brewis Chuck Brigham Dave Bussert Ken Chikasuye Rob Cole Jim Dalziel Ron Dominoski









Steve Dubois Ric Esterley
























Chris Rideout Ross Rogers Steve Root Belaye Stefanos Dave Whitford
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Officers for 1968-69 were Greg Garner, Ken McManus, Rog Anunsen, Paul





Steve Brown Ed Buckley Darrel Butler Gary Contento Mike Craig Jim Dale Sevavudh Devahastin Paul Ferry
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In 1969 Kappa Sigma Fraternity proudly celebrates 100 years of
brotherhood. In connection with the centennial ceremonies the Epsi¬
lon Lambda chapter will send several of its members to Richmond,
Virginia, for the National Conclave in August.
Kappa Sigs have been active in many areas on campus. We have
members who are the president and treasurer of I.F.C., a member
of the Student-Faculty Relations Committee, men in R.O.T.C.,
Circle-K men's honorary, and Alpha Kappa Psi Business Fraternity.
As an example of school spirit, we have the president of Choppers
and a Yell King for 1968-69. Kappa Sigs are also active in sports, in¬
cluding four starters on the Logger varsity football squad, members
on the Varsity Golf, Track, and Baseball teams, and full participation
in the intramurals.
We have also had a variety of social functions including a coffee
hour with Governor Dan Evans, Hell’s Angels, Pearl Harbor Blast,
Toga Party, and an exchange with University of British Columbia. The
year was highlighted with the annual Black and White formal which
was held in Vancouver, B.C. and featured the coronation of our new
Stardust Queen.




Dan Hilleren Bob Homan Don Hyde Craig Killam Adam Laughlin Dave MeKim Kenn McManus






















1968-69 officers for Phi Delta Theta were Curtis Mitchell, Jerry Hines,




Lee Brooke Scott Campbell Mike Chumbley Rod Clemmer Rick Coovert Bob Daives Dan Devlin Greg Getaz
mam
Neil Gray Duncan Hadden Bruce Hartley Jerry Hines
The Brothers of Washington Delta Chapter of Phi Delta
Theta were busy this year, not only athletically, but socially
and scholastically. Several brothers were involved in school
government, others showed school spirit while trying their
skills in football, skiing, wrestling, basketball, swimming,
track and baseball.
The diverse abilities of the Phi Delts led us to another suc¬
cessful year in intramural sports, attempting to retain last
year’s championship trophy.
Socially, the year began with our annual Pirate Party, held
in the good ship Phi’s mattress tunnel and pirate lair. As the
year progressed, our Pledge Dance, annual Christmas
Orphan party with the Thetas, and Christmas Formal were
in store. Climaxing the year was the Phi Delta Theta God¬
dess Ball, a spring formal, held on the Oregon Coast.
Scholastically too, the Phi Delts placed well, upholding
previous records and supporting an effective study program
of which our fraternity is proud.
Recognizing the responsibility of brotherhood as well as
enjoying its benefits, the Phi Delts are unified in their ef¬
fort to further participate actively in the University and
Community.
Bryan Honore Bob Hunt Darrel Johnson Greg Johnson
t
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Nick Sinnott Rick Stockstad Gary Taylor Bruce Tietjen George Vaughn Tony Ventimiglio Dave Voss Arthur Ward
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OFFICERS FOR THE SAE’S FOR 1968-1969 WERE: ROW 1: Tom Jerry Stewart, Dave Casteel, Gib Lutz. ROW 2: President Del













Washington Gamma Chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon is
extremely proud of its record on the campus of the
University of Puget Sound.
Many of Minerva’s men hold responsible positions in
school government and serve on various committees and
boards. Inter-collegiate athletics, intramural sports, aca¬
demic excellence, and a rounded social life are prime
ingredients in the lives of S.A.E.’s.
The year was filled with various social functions ranging
from the “Embalmer’s Ball” to the colorful Hawaiian
Luau, which gave everyone a chance to draw one last
deep breath before plunging into spring finals. The so¬
cial year reached its zenith with the annual S.A.E. Little
Sister Ball. Other areas that we take pride in were our
outstanding Homecoming activities and proud associa¬
tion with several service organizations such as the an¬
nual Muscular Dystrophy Drive.
The house itself is faithfully guarded by our mascot, the
King of Beasts. Fully implanted in solid concrete, we
rest assured he will continue his vigil, not always safe,
however, from frequent alterations of color and on one
occasion an authentic tar and feathering.
Such scars will be worn proudly, however, as the lion
guards those of us who look to the future with confi¬
dence as we strive to uphold the high ideals of our fra¬
ternity, SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON.
Rod Dutton
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Sigma Nu officers for 19G8-B9 were Pete Daily, president Bill Nelson, Wally Starkey, and Tom
Kneeshaw.
*Phil Abbot Doug Albright Steve Bissett
f
Bob Blumhagen Dan Bogrand Roy Bogrand
C
Bill Boehm Rob Cooper Peter Daily
Sigma Nu
The Zeta Alpha Chapter of Sigma Nu Fraternity continued
to participate in all campus activities in the past year.Sigma
Nu is proud of its continued leadership in scholastic rank¬
ings. There were men in positions of leadership in student
government and campus activities as well as men partici¬
pating in all varsity athletics.
The social calendar was highlighted by the White Rose
Dance at Sun Mountain, Washington, after an exciting year
of exchanges with sororities, a cruise on Lake Washington
and the traditional watermelon bust.




Jay Fry Don Galladay Paul Goodin Scott Hardman Jim Newson Paul Hirsh Tom Iverson
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Bill Jack Jan Jansen Terry Jarboe Steve Kimberley Tom Kneeshaw Phil Kuhl
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John Leith John LeVeque Bruce McLean Bill McClellan Alfred McKelvy Greg Magee
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SIGMA CHI OFFICERS are, L-R: Mike Baird, EX Sweetheart Chris Colman, Rich Mackey, Rix
Patton.
AIIP
Mike Baird Roger Barbee Don Carter Scott Christensen Paul Durrand Dave Fulton Dennis Fulton
§HH11
Dave Gaskill Bob Hamilton Dave Harris Bob Harrison
The past year at Sigma Chi and the hope
for the future has offered and will con¬
tinue to offer a well rounded academic, so¬
cial, and intramural program. The past year
ended with our seventh overall consecutive
intramural championship and the present
looks hopeful for number eight. Our social
program has included house dances, a
Christmas dance, Valentine dance with the
Tri Delts, and spring plans for our annual
Sweetheart Ball in Victoria and a spring
dance with Pi Phis.













RichMackey Bill Madigan John Marchetti Jim Neidigh Dale Nordell Bill Pande
Rix Patton Bob Pearson Mark Raden Jim Rawn Ned Rawn Peter Reines
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Jim Ulrich Ton Vandercook Hans Van Eiken Brooks Walten Kurt Wollenberg Steve Zimmerman
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Officers for 1968-1969 were LEFT
TO RIGHT: George Rush, Al Law¬











The Men of Theta Chi began the fall semester with
a successful rush resulting in the pledging of 20
men.The year continued those productive lines with
Theta Chi actively participating in all school activ¬
ities. The Theta Chi trike stole the show at the an¬
nual Homecoming Trike Race. Theta Chi took first
place in the IFC food drive for needy Tacoma fam¬
ilies.
The social life was not neglected either. The Men
of Theta Chi held many social functions including
their annual Pledge Dance and Christmas Dance.
The social year was highlighted by the annual
Dreamgirl Ball held this year at Rosario Resort in
the San Juan Islands.
Don Black Andy Boughal Joe Briggs
-rr
Carl Carmichael Steve Caskey John Hager
Theta Chi was again well represented in all campus
activities including IFC, Central Board, Tamanawas,














Mike Munger Richard Peterson Mike Quenell
























Ron Romine Jim Rudsit





Ed Smith Mark Templemen












Hal Bellerad Chris Boysen
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Terry Byrne Roger Cameron
>*
Don Campbell Doug Carstens Javier Castello Glen Clausing Kent Cumbo Cricket Cooper John Donnell George Eve
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David Johnson Orlie Johnson
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Mark Leigh Baltazar Manibog Paul Marchant
Jim Mills Joel Mochida
.
>
Doug Jones Tom Kirby








Steve Murray Mike Neale
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John Patton Randall Reeve
A
Tom Reynolds Alfons Roemer Bruce Ryan Joe Salter Gary Sequin John Sharp Floyd Sheets
The Men of Todd once again made important contributions to activities at
the University of Puget Sound, both within the dorm and on campus. An
enthusiastic freshman class coupled with a core of upper classmen gave
Todd one of our most successful years.
Our year started out with a bang when Scotty Smith of Todd was crowned
Homecoming King and our display pulled a Second place in the overall com¬
petition. One of our freshmen, “Buster” Brown was elected frosh class Ser-
geant-at-Arms. Our Christmas Dance in the Winthrop Crystal Ballroom was
a successful evening enjoyed by all in attendance. The second semester was
highlighted by Todd’s Annual Logger Day and the traditional Todd Hall Spring
Cruise. We also participated actively in Spring Weekend with a booth at the
Carnival and a wealth of music in Songfest.
The interests of the Men of Todd are as diversified as our activities. Our
Men were active in Adelphians, and our sophomores participated in Circle K
Knights. Our athletes represented Todd in intramurals and varsity sports and
Todd can claim the entire cross country team. Todd men appeared in Who’s
Who and were active in Air Force ROTC and Arnold Air Society. In another
very different area, the men of Todd provided financial support for a Korean
orphan. In academics our interests range from the fine arts through business
courses to the sciences.
The Men of Todd in their many different activities have enjoyed a successful
and productive year and in their enthusiasm look forward to many more.
IIH!
Scotty Smith Jim Sodini
a
Steve Steinberg Joja Tokumoto
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Susan Aiello Marjorie Albertson Candy Anderson Susan Arita Cheryl Beall Ann Blair Laurel Boll Barbara Bowen
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Arlene Mloritz Carol Muramoto Lynn Muranaka Margaret Myhre Nancy Nicholson
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Ellen Smith Mary Smith Linda Snyder Jonny Sullivan Terry Suzuki
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Ann Thomas Birenda Wade Catherine Webb Julie Weisenburger Martha Weiss
f
Lee Noble Kathy Porter Valerie Prinslow
-cTvf>s
Carol Silcox Carol Sims
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Susan Sweetser Linda Teufel Linda Thiesen
*
Beryl Winckley Mary Worden
Home away from home.











Carolyn Bell Roberta Bell Karen Bertholf Suzy Carlson Alona Gallipo Vivian Gottheiner Paula Hitchcock
-V. HARRINGTON































Guyla Bennett Arthel Burkland Diane Collins
$ *
April Duffy Kris Eichenhofer Mary Gillilan
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Doree Rafanelli Jan Ramerman Lyn Raphael Jan Winkenwerder
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Bonnie Barenz Larry Barlow Maria Benchoff Kathy Benedict Randy Brooks Marsha Brown Sange Brown Bryan Cave
OFF-CAMPUS
INDEPENDENTS
Phillis Cheney Cliff Coomber
*
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Carol Cox Sandra DeMess
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Karen Kamcheff Donna Kay Sally Kingston Billy Kratochvil Kari Kulla Hai-shu Kuo Carol Lantewm




Henry Marcum Bruce Melin Carroll Miller Dave Miller Irene Morrow William Neid Nancy Parker
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Janet Westendahl Marilyn Williams
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Jow-Ching Wuk Guzver Yildiran Kip Yotter
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Nancy Carmody Carol Anderson
A
Becky Arthur Marlene Bangerter Karen Berg Carol Bialkowsky
Roles of Alpha Phis at Puget Sound were many and
varied. They enthusiastically became involved in
Adelphians, AWS, Chips, Spurs, Splinters, Music
honorary, Silverseals, Angel Flight, student govern¬
ment and Homecoming. Among their members num¬
bered the Theta Chi Dream Girl, Little Sisters of
Minerva, editor of the Trail and the Kappa Sigma
Stardust Queen.
The versatility of the Phi’s of the Gamma Zeta chap¬
ter included service to the community through tu¬
toring and work for our national philanthropy, the
Cardiac kid. Our pledges helped present a success¬
ful formal Heart Ball at Union Station.
Sororities love to throw dances, and the Alpha Phis
are no exception. “Those were the Days” was the
novel theme of the pledge dance held at the beau¬
tiful Alderbrook Inn on Hoods Canal.
OEUXJ
Diane Bimber Joanne Bracken Kathy Caraker Patti Chase
Our girls became internationally minded during the
course of two semesters. Two went to Vienna and
five joined the spring semester in Rome.
Scholarship, spirit and sisterhood characterized









Betsy Ellenbrook Kathy Emmons Karen Enz Beth Fidiam Jill Goldworthy Cathy Graff Marjorie Herbertn
i
Patty Hill Sandi Holt Debi Howard Janice Huff Lynne Irvin Dana Jeffrey Carol Hanson
. . . Silent Night, Holy Night/
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Things were a bit crowded at the pledge













Marianne Nelson Marsha Nelson Mary Nielson Cherie Oestreich
“ Our rooms show our personalities,” Reni commented. £ •V »»beh*
Linda Olson Allyson Paddock Glennyce Rediger Garri Ann Rowe
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Janell Rozenski Phyllis Scheiffle Kathi Stauffer Judy Stecher Doni Straub
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CHI OMEGA OFFICERS ARE, FROM LEFT: Eileen Massart, Chris Ernest, Terry Eicher, Ginny Bar-
trum; BOTTOM ROW: Susan Rosell, Joan Calisewski.
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Polly Ball Ginni Bartrum Ginger Benn Kathy Braun Annette Broughton Arlene Brown Deborah Bush
-V
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Joan Calisewski Kathy Claiborne Ruth Davis
Leadership, service, activities, scholarship, honors and fun in a
meaningful combination have not only rounded out our year's expe¬
riences but have provided satisfaction to each girl personally and
for the group as a whole.
Highlights of the social and service activities Chi Omega partici¬
pated in were the pledge dance— truly a "Space Odyssey," the Christ¬
mas Gold Ball, banquets, Sigma Chi Derby Day where we placed
second in events and WRA football in which we took first place. Chi
Omega’s were also active in SAGA and work at Madigan Hospital.
46rig
Chi Omegas’ were greatly honored by having members in Who’s Who.
Leaders abounded in every phase of university life— Panhellenic
president, Adelphian president, Phi Beta president and vice presi¬
dent,Angel Flight officers,Chips officers, and editors of the Trail and
the Tamanawas. We also have sisters in Spurs, Mortar Board, and
Madrigals.
Our rewards were due to the hard work each sister put forth in
making this past year a most impressive, exciting and memorable
one for each of us.
Micki Dodge Sara Eaton
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Garda Griswold Connie Gullke Nancy Hall
•i ?I it
Jean Hand
Mary Hart Nicky Holt Dianna Jackson Tracey Jackson
X
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“ Studying for finals can really be fun,” saysKathy.
Iy*
. . . Oh give me a home where the buffalo rome . . .
Bonnie Keehn Kathy Kittinger Lynda McClure Sandy McGilchrist Kathy Martin
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Marilyn Minnitti Ann Moseley Catherine Murphy




Edith Rasell Susan Rasell
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Debby Wainscott Gretchen West
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Charlotte Anderson Becky Austell
>
Virginia Birkby Paula Canonica
n
Sue Carder Gail Cochran
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Lucy DeYoung Andrea Dirkes Marti Dirkes Diane Drescher Mary Jane Eagon Ruth Egstad,Youman Donna Fuller Joyce Geoffroy
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4^Joan Gilbert Mary Hall Loanne Hamilton Carolyn Hill
5
Nancy Hillier Robin Hummel Cherie Kennedy Linda Krenzler
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Judy Lawrence Shari Lee Vicki Lien Jan Lindtwed
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Kit McCarthy Kerry McCoy Laurie McMurry
Delta Delta Delta’s spirit was emphasized through the unity
of its members. On campus Tri Delta enthusiasm was best
exemplified in Homecoming, during which they won the
Spirit Trophy for the fifth year in a row. Among their numer¬
ous social activities, a highlight of the year was the Christ¬
mas Dance held at the Tacoma Lawn and Tennis Club with
the Theta Chis. Their spring Dinner Dance, also a highlight,
was held at the Tacoma Country Club.
Around campus Tri Deltas are represented in Sigma Alpha
lota, Chips, Mortar Board, Adelphians, Spurs, House of
Critics, Home Ec Club, Drama, Silver Seals, Ski Team, Phi
Chi Theta, Madrigals, A.W.S., Sailing Club, and various as¬
pects of student government. Also, this year nine Tri Deltas
took part in the semester abroad programs in Vienna, Rome,
Ireland and India.
Service projects are other areas in which Tri Delta mem¬
bers show their interest and enthusiasm. From their tradi¬
tional kidnapping of the men's living group presidents for
the ransom of non-perishable food for needy families in the
area, to this year's pledge project of visiting men at the
Madigan Hospital, their service projects extended into the
community.
tJ
Mildred Magnusen Karen Merrill Caryl Minish Kathy Moles
K
V
Tri Delta attempts to achieve a close relationship with the
campus and the community, through their members’ eager¬
ness and bond of friendship.




Mary Palo Karen Partenheimer Joan Raymond Kay Robertson Sue Robertson Terry Rushfeldt Patti Rusteika
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Charlotte Amazaki Betsy Asfeld Bobbi Bliss
w«1 , \
Shirley Brayne Patty Bruce Ginni Burdick
1968-69 proved to be an exciting and fulfilling year for the
Gamma Phis. The winter months were kept lively first with the
pledge dance where the Gamma Phis and Sigma Nus found
themselves "Shipwrecked.” A good time was had by all and
we washed ashore in time for our annual Crescent Christmas
Dinner Dance at the Winthrop Hotel.
Gamma Phis work as hard as we play. We enjoy sharing our
Christmas with children at the Tacoma Community House. For
the past several years we have sponsored a fiften year old girl
from India, Manata Dey. The chapter provides the money nec¬
essary for her education.
Gamma Phi spirit is demonstrated by participation in a wide
range of campus organizations such as Chips, Spurs, Angel
Flight, Adelphians, and Mortar Board. We are also proud of
our campus royalty which includes 1968 May Queen, Sigma Nu
White Rose Queen and an SAE Little Sister of Minerva.
Study and sorority projects complete the spectrum of activi¬
ties for the busy Gamma Phi on the UPS campus.
221
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Kathy Burleson Leilee Clark Pat Clark Cindy Clement Carol Cross Gail Curry Susan Davis
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Nancy Fisher Jill Foley
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Jan Frey Lyla Graden Cathy Harman Chris Harris
v
Pam Harris Betty Hayden Sydney Heywood Peggy Hines Mardi Hody Jobyn Johnson Randi Jones
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Lynn Kelso Marli Kenkman Susan Knudsen
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Marilyn Smith Jennifer Snider Debbie Stein Marilyn Sterbick Carol Stufft Eileen Tracey
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Susan Udman Kris Waknitz Julie Wilhite Cheri Williams Ellen Wilson
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Study time in the lounge.
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OFFICERS FOR KAPPA ALPHA THETA FOR 1968-1969 ARE, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Dorothy Dooley,
Cassie Short, president Nilma Gray, Jean Peterson,and Mary Kasperson.
Kappa Alpha Theta
w *-^ cn/ i|4 .#r V1Cathy Aldag Bonnie Barto Sally Cavanaugh Linda Compere Jill Cunningham Elizabeth Currier Renee Dawn Merri Dayton
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Cheri Herdman Oenise Hinton Julie Hockett Francie Huhndorf
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Carol Huser Kris Kasperson Mary Kasperson Teresa Kobleski
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Musically talented Thetas display their prowess at the piano
in the Chapter Room.
Who is a Theta? She is a girl who likes dates and parties. She likes
to play powderpuff football and win trike races and catch derbies.
A Theta likes to play with children at a special Christmas party. She
supports the Institute of Logopedics and brings canned food to share
with needy families at Thanksgiving time.
A Theta can be found among the members of Who’s Who, Phi Chi
Theta, Mortar Board, Model United Nations, Angel Flight, Spurs and
Spires.
She’s a cheerleader, a band member, a student government com¬
mittee member, an intellectual, a humorist, a sweetheart, a buddy ...
She’s all of these but not rolled into one, for there is diversity among
the members of Kappa Alpha Theta. Some are serious, some are silly;
some are intellectual, some fun loving. Many are gregarious, some
are shy . . . Yet, there is mutual respect for each member which uni¬





Leslie Morgan Christie Neu Diane Nevers Janice Noonan Ginny Nowack Laurie Oliver Carol Olson Rooks Olson
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Winter strikes . . . Thetas retaliate!
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Sue Warren Linda Werner Margie Widdifield Jo Willaughby
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KAPPA OFFICERS FOR 1968-69 WERE, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Claudia Bech, president
Jane Bosse, Pat Gallaher, and Sue Hamstrom.
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kappa Kappa Gamma’s fourth year on the UPS campus was
characterized by innovation as well as tradition. Having ma¬
tured into a full-sized chapter, the Kappas outgrew their
designated dorm space in Regester Hall, so several mem¬
bers resided in nearby Langlow House.
After a successful but tiring rush, new Kappa pledges or¬
ganized their sneak and a pledge dance, “Hillbilly Hoedown,”
with the Kappa Sigs. They were also eager to present skits
and songs for the active chapter.
*i
Bonnie Anderson Briana Applebaum Karen Bagne Janice Bakamus
The Kappas’ service projects this year included being troop
leaders for a group of Bluebirds and supporting two needy
families at Christmastime.Cultural activities included group
excursions to the art gallery and theatre.
Individual interests brought many honors to the chapter.
The A.S.B. Secretary and one of the delegates-at-large were
both Kappas, along with members of Mortar Board, Spurs,
Chips, rally squad, AWS. WRA, Adelphian choir,Little Sisters
of Minerva, Silver Seals, Student-Faculty Relations Commit¬
tee, and other campus committees. Members also partici¬
pated in the experimental Commencement Bay Campus pro¬
gram. The group as a whole took part in annual campus
events such as Homecoming and Spring Weekend.
Scholarship, group activities, individual interests, and dorm
fun have thus made the year a fulfilling one for each Kappa
at UPS.
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Suzette DeButts Julie Dodson Sue Fehler Becky Finkbiner
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Stephanie French Pat Gallaher
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Nancy Goettling Pat Grahn Molly Mitchell and Ellen Samms decorate the chapter room for
Christmas.
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Jane Hobbs Pam Hogsett Ann Johnson
*
Loretta Knudsen, Dee Ann Youngquist, and Ann Hoag present a skit during aninformal meeting.
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Jodi Johnson Betsy Jones Kathy Kendall
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Cheryl Lamka Sue Merklin Molly Mitchell Marilee Mooney
.
Janice Munro Chris Neuswanger Kathy North Laura O'Haver
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The Kappas take their Bluebird troop Christmas caroling.





Shirley Stella Meg Steckels Sandy Ulrich Cathy Vertrees
The Bluebirds charm Mrs. Thompson. SJt $







OFFICERS FOR 1968-B9 FOR PI BETA PHI WERE: Nancy Doolittle, Priscilla Lisich, president Nancy
Cooper, Terri Rock, and Suzie Pletz.
Pi Beta Phi
The Pi Phis began an exciting year having received three national
awards at their summer convention in Knoxville, Tennessee. The
awards included the National Scholarship Plaque, the McQuaig
Scholarship Award, and the Philadelphia Bowl for being the
third most outstanding Pi Phi chapter in the nation.
Upholding the excellence reflected by these awards, the Pi Phis
started the year by taking an outstanding pledge class and be¬
ginning to devote their energies to a wide range of activities . . .
In the fall they won the first place award for their Homecoming
Display with the Sigma Chis and first place in the Basketball
Spirit Competition. In the Spring they took an active part in
Songfest and Spring Weekend. Included in their membership
are girls in honor and spirit organizations, and committees and
clubs on campus. Varsity Songleaders, Angel Flight Commander,
delegates to judiciary and Elections committees, WRA General
Manager and Spur President are all living examples of the
group’s diversity.
Highlighting their social activities this year were the pledge
dance with the Phi Delts, Christmas Dance with the Sigma Nu’s,Valentine's Dance with the SAE’s and their formal spring dinner
dance. Sorority retreats, Founder’s Day, Scholarship and Senior
Banquets also added to the fun, excitement and memories of
the year.
With all the spirit and activities they continue to keep before
them the primary reason for attending UPS. High standards of
scholarship have been a long-standing tradition of Washington
Gamma chapter of Pi Beta Phi.
JoAnne Ancich Christina Aronson Laurie Banks Bissy Barlow Jennifer Beckley Brenda Bodmer Sue Bona Marj Burkhart
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Linda Cameron Ellen Campbell Kathy Carney Ginni Clausen Chris Colman Nancy Cooper Pat Curran Nancy Donofrio
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Jean Harkness Julie Hennig Kay Hermsted Marcia Keizer Pricilla Lisicich Sue Marino Suzi Marsh Shelley Myers
Sherry Normile Kathy Ochs Gayle Ohling Pam Peel Chris Race Peg Robinson Terri Rock Barb Roe
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Pat Ruzier Sharon Ryan June Schneider Kathy Shull Ginna Soule Cathy Smeltzer Jean Storey Julie Strobel
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FRONT ROW: Bill Rhodes, Bruce Tietjen and Leonora Noble, sports editor. ROW 2: Bob McKulla,








































Assistant Editor Linda Wallis and Bob McKulla, Business Manager
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r1969 Tamanawas5taff Marilyn Minnitti, Activities and Sandy McGilchrist, Living Groups
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SEATED L-R: Lyle Miller, Chuck Brigham (Advertising), D. Whitword, Gra Neher, Toni Sowers,
Roger Tompkins, and Peter Burres. STANDING: Stu Soren, James Phillips, Brian A. Thompson,
Carl James Gross III, Gail Reed, Tom Leavitt, Miles Neale, Glen Clausing, King Brown.





















Women Of Phi Chi Theta . . .
FRONT ROW L-R: Charlotte Anderson, Cynthia Trapp— Treasurer, Roberta
Bell,Mrs.Helen Perdue— Chapter Advisor,Mildred Magnusen,Regina Glenn,
Cassie Short. ROW 2: Ora June Stehn— President, Linda Teufel, Joan Cali-
sewski, Virginia Bartram— Secretary, Marianne Nelson, Frankie Stafford—
Vice President. ROW 3: Judith Halstead, Emilie Sinclair, Cheyl Tack,
Catherine
NOT SHOWN:
bottom, Polly Ball, Colleen Tiede, Julia Woodhead.
i
Scott, Lois Cunningham, Mrs. Celia Brewitt— Chapter Advisor.
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE L-R: Ben Hampson— Secretary, Don Cambell— Executive Vice Presi¬dent, Gordon Duncan— President, Bryan Ross— Vice President, Chris Collins— Master of Rituals.
FRONT ROW L-R: Bryan K. Ross, Douglas S. Hagin, Ellery Capen, Gor¬
don A. Duncan, Donald Campbell, Benjamin Hampson, Chris Collins.
ROW 2: Paul Firchler, John Pith, Rich Gordon, Chuck Woodcock, Larry
Hall, Jack Holder, Don Boehm, James Hanson ROW 3: Dennis Leighton,
Al Meyer, Don McGuire, Bob Mattson, Marc Skea, Robert Lavery, Charles
Gay, Curtis Rodarmel, Kurt Neudorfer, Ray Smith. ROW 4: John L.
White, Stephen C. Root, Jim O’Rourke, Donald R. Weatherby, Chris F.Boysen, Thomas E. Healy, Ronald L. Graham, Richard S. Riebli, Tersence
M. Flanagan, Craig A. Cameron.
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. . . even if they didn’t have
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FRONT ROW L-R: Briana Applebaum, Leah Edwards, Wendy McNelly,Rebecca Sprang Stanley, Tracey Jackson, Terry Eicher, Barbara Curry,
Suzi Carlson, Sue Arbury, Eileen Tracy, Kathy Moles, Robin Gleason.
ROW 2: Kip Yotter, Dean Neel, Kathy Smith, Sue Peringer, Roger Sass-net, Julie Stickney, Patricia Morgan, Gayle Clemens, Joseph Rantz, Jr.
ROW 3: Cheryl Bailey, Jan Winkenwerder, Marilyn Sterbick, Howard Fank-
hauser, Jerry Romano, Curtis Barber, Phil Duyff, Randy Ford, Linda Smith,
Deborah Burton, Doreen Dolman. ROW 4: Stewart Hanson, Charles Hind¬
man, Patrick Lemon, Alona Gallipo, Candice Reddick, Ronda Ghylin, An¬
nette Broughton, Richard McCullough, Alfred 0. McKelvy, Jr., Peter
Schindler.




of the Music Program $
SEATED L-R: Stewart Hanson, Sue Arbury, Terry Eicher, Loyda Thomas, Howard Fank-hauser, Patricia Morgan, Tracey Jackson, Linda Smith. ROW 2: Peter Schindler, Richard
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These Senior A.F.R.O.T.C. members received their commissions June 8,1969. BACK ROW L-R: Charles G. Monsonic Jr., Roland J. McMullen,Andrew M. Boughal, Stanley A. Jackson (PLU), John E. Goodwin (PLU),Donald R. Johnson. ROW 2: Douglas M. Molohon (SMC), Eugene F.
Beauvais (SMC), Robert M. Davenport, Lee W. Kopelke, Douglas L. King,
Curtis W. Pearson (PLU), Byron L. Ristvet, William C. Nelson. ROW 1:
Gale F. Red, Robert E. Leeper, James M. Lamp, Timothy 0. Moen, Stephen
A. Druzak, Greg J. Heller.
AFROTC Arnold Air Society














Angel Flight members serve with the Arnold Air Corps Society as a women’s auxiliary.

















OFFICERS, SEATED L-R: Ann Davis, Cookie Ackerman, Cheri Herdman— Banquet, Mary Hall— Spring Banquet, Sue Udman— Key, Sue Bona—President, Betsy Jones. CHAIRMEN, STANDING L-R: Barb Roe— Spring Parents' Weekend, Libby Scharpt— Parents’ Weekend (NOT PICTURED).
Associated Women Students
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Mortar Board’- Senior Women Honored
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FRONT ROW L-R: Colleen Chun, Paula Owens, Bonnie Moen, Pam Davenport, Diane Collins,
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SEATED L-R: Sandra Hampton, Gwen Trent, Regina Glenn, Pamela Gray,
Debbie Gayters, Diane Brown. STANDING: Lou Smith, Henry Johnson,
Robert Botley, Belayl Stefanos, George Neely, Gayle Adams, Buster
Brown, Co-chairmen Scotty Smith and Brian Thompson, Carl James
Gross III, Ronnie Smith, Bryan Honari, Paula Owens, Al Roberts, John L.
Smith, Miller Chambers.
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Mr. Long Debates for “None of the above” in “This House believes the (b) Richard Nixon, (c) George Wallace, (d) none of the above.Next President of these United States should be— ” (a) Hubert Humphrey,






















STEERING COMMITTEE L-R: Shirley Brayne, visitor Jean Peterson, Chairman Linda Wallis, ChrisWaknitz, Kit Mosden, and Dr. Baisenger. MISSING: Miss Riehr, Mr. Stokes, and Mr. Speaker JimDavenport.
House of Critics
Mr. Stokes participates in committee discus¬
sions.
The House enjoys a good debate.
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FOR THE LOOK OF ELEGANCE
AT ANY COST
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( Here’s to success and lots of it ! )
Whether you plan to continue your education, or
step out into the business world now, you will
find our Banking Center ready to serve you.
And remember, we have Banking
Centers throughout the state.
AT YOUR SERVICE: SIXTH AND UNION BANKING CENTER
BANK OF WASHINGTON
NATIONAL BANK OF WASHINGTON / TACOMA, WASHINGTON / MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
G U N D E R S O N
AP / A7-if.
/
O R I G I N A L J E W E L R Y
DIAMONDS . . .
JEWELRY . . .
WATCHES . . .
SILVER . . .






CHINA . . .
CRYSTAL . . .
GIFTS . . .





|MFG. CO., INC.I3302 SO. JUNETT • OR 4*0741











2710 21st Street SK 9-9122
£
SNACK BAR














































































































































































































































































STAN LINDWOOD CHEVRON SERVICE
3722 Sixth Ave. SK 9-9037
Scotchgard
FABRIC PROTECTOR
^SemeU-jhuuu&u/ F A S T
E F F I C I E N T
3624 Sixth Avenue
2621 N. Proctor
SKyline 9-1366 S E R V I C E
We are proud to assist
in the growth and development
of the
University of Puget Sound









754 Broadway Tacoma 2, Washington
Coast to Coast Stores
JOHN B. McKINNEY, Owner
•SPORTING GOODS
•GIFTS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY




K St. at S. 12th
PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
OF WASHINGTON
For 54 Consecutive Years
"More People Have Ridden on
GOODYEAR TIRES
Than on Any Other Kind"
m
//>/ 'V//V// ///'/ /
1»1
/
Shaub - Ellison Co.
PUYALLUP - TACOMA - SHELTON
Goodyear Distributors for 46 Years
The perfectly balanced milk
FOREMOST
The milk with all the good in i t . . .
a perfect balance of minerals, vitamins and
proteins. A perfect balance of cream
in every drop. Perfectly balanced
flavor too best you ever tasted!






















































































































































































































































































DIAL SUNNY ISLAND CLIMATE TODAY!
1 Ftai m CHEVRON.
HEATING FUELSSZI0M













We handle printing needs
for every type of
campus group
PROFESSIONAL WORK AT LOW COST
O'Donnell, Randy 203
Oestreich,Cheryl 214
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AL,TAILJI HANI: Physics; Tacoma,Wash.
ALLEN,JULIA M.:History;Tacoma,Wash.
ANDERSON, BONNIE: Art; Tacoma. Wash.; Kappa Kappa GammaSorority; Tacoma Advertising Club Scholarship (1966-1967); HomecomingBanquet Co-Chairman (1967);Spires.
ANCIRA,RAOUL: Physical Education;Tacoma,Wash.




ARMSTRONG. JAMES R.: Psychology;Belfair,Wash.
B
BAGNE, KAREN: Psychology; Cheyenne, Wy.; ASB Executive Secretary;Finance Committee Secretary;Panheilenic;Rally (1966-1967); Kappa KappaGamma Sorority (Social Chairman); Spurs; UPS Band; Who's Who; LittleSister of Minerva;Semester in Rome;Honors Program.
BARNES,SUSAN M.: Elementary Education;Kailua,Haw.BAILEY,JAMES L.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
BAISINGER, GLEN: Political Science; Kent, Wash.; Phi Gamma DeltaFraternity;Semester in Rome (1967).
BARLINE, JOHN: Business Administration; Gig Harbor, Wash.; Central
Board; Chapel Choir; Choppers,Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity; Intercollegiate
Knights;IFC;People to People;Rally ( Yell King);Student Christian Council;Who's Who; Young Republicans; Friday at Four Committee; 1 year atNetherlands Business Institute,Holland.
BEAN,EDWIN S.: Education;Puyallup,Wash.
BELL, ROBERTA BELL: Business Administration; Pasco, Wash.; Phi ChiTheta.
BENCHOFF,MARIA C.: Spanish;Tacoma,Wash.
BENJAMIN,BRYANT L.: Economics; Wrangell, Alaska.
BERG, STEN THOMAS: Political Science; Seattle, Wash.; Central Board;Choppers; Choral Society; Beta Theta Pi Fraternity; Inter-collegiate Knights;Rally (Yell King); Candidate for Rhode's Scholar ( UPS); Varsity Baseball (3
years); Freshman Basketball.
BERNTSEN, FRANCES E.: Art;Gig Harbor,Wash.
BERNTSEN,SHARI J.: Music; Tacoma,Wash.
BERTHOLF, KAREN: Occupational Therapy; Spokane, Wash.; Senior Key
Representative;OT Club Treasurer,Leison Officer.
BIRKBY, VIRGINIA: Elementary Education; Milwaukie, Ore.; Artists and
Lectures Committee; Delta Delta Delta Sorority (rush and scholarship
chairman); Spurs;Student Body Publicity; Homecoming Chairman;Royalty
Chairman.
BIRNEL,JOHN A.: Philosophy;Tacoma,Wash.; Young Democrats.
BLAKELY, ARCHIE N.: History; Tacoma, Wash.;Student Nat'l Education
Assn.; Mountaineers.
BLAKESLEE,CAROL J.: Music;Tacoma,Wash.
BLISS, BOBBI: Sociology; Denver, Colo.; Mortar Board, Gamma Phi Beta
(President);Spurs;Spires.
BOCK,DIANA M.: English; Federal Way,Wash.
BOEHM, DONALD R.: Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.; Alpha
Kappa Psi.
BOETTCHER,ROBERTA R.: Elementary Education;Alder,Wash.
BOMERS,JOSEPHUS;Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
BOS,JEAN ANTONETTE W.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.
BOSSE,MARTHA JANE: Social Science; Eugene,Ore.;Chips;Kappa Kappa
Gamma Sorority (Rush Chairman,1st Vice President,President).
BOUGHAL, ANDREW M.: Biology; Tacoma, Wash.; Arnold Air Society;
Theta Chi Fraternity (House Manager); Phi Sigma Treasurer; Varsity Swim
Team.
BRAGG, JANET M.: Elementary Education; Bethesda, Md.; International
Club Secretary; Student Christian Council;Student Nat's Education Assn.;
Scholarship (1968 U.P.S. Recipient); Vienna Semester Abroad (1968)
ANDERSON,LAURA P.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.ANDERSON, LAURENCE D.: Business Administration; Tacoma,
Dorm Officer-Secretary/Treasurer.
BRATVOLD,DEROME;Business Administration;Bremerton,Wash.BROOKE,CURTIS L.: Political Science;Tacoma,Wash.
BRUNEAU,ROBERT A.: Music;McChord Air Force Base.
BRYAN,ESTELLE: Art;Berkeley,Calif.
BUCKLEY, EDWARD J.: History; San Francisco, Calif.; Alpha Kappa Psi;Kappa Sigma Fraternity; Young Republicans.
BUNKER,JAMES C.: Business Administration; Aberdeen,Wash.
BURK,EVA: Elementary Education; Tacoma,Wash.
BURDICK, GINNY: Psychology; Portland, Ore.; Senior Key CommitteeChairman; Cross Currents; Gamma Phi Beta (Activities Chairman); Spurs;TAMANAWAS Staff (Organizations Editor); TRAIL Staff (Features Editor);Spires; House of Critics; Leadership Conference; Vienna Semester Abroad;Honors Program.
BURKHART,MARJORIE E.: Physical Education;Olympia, Wash.; Central
Board; WRA General Manager; Silver Seals; Pi Beta Phi Sorority (HouseManager); WRA President; AWS Key Committee;Dorm Counselor for PiPhis
in Schiff Hall.
BURRELL,DONALD R.: History; Tacoma,Wash.
BURTNER, PATRICIA: Occupational Therapy; Chinook, Mont.; Chips;
Kappa Phi Treasurer (Sophomore Year); Gamma Phi Beta Sorority
(Recording Secretary, Standards Chairman, Pledge Director); WRA; Vienna
Semester Abroad.
BUSCH,EDWARD R.: Business Administration;Gig Harbor,Wash.
BUSCH,DANIEL R.: Business Administration;Gig Harbor,Wash.
BUTLER, DARREL JOHN: Business Administration; Stayton, Ore.; Kappa
Sigma Fraternity; Varsity Basketball (Junior Year).
BYNUM,JAMES R.: English; Tacoma,Wash.
BYRNE,CARYL: German;Spokane,Wash.
C
CALISEWSKI, JOAN M.: Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.; ChoralSociety; Chi Omega Sorority (Social and Civic Service Secretary) -TAMANAWAS Staff; TRAIL Staff;Phi Chi Theta (Secretary).CAMERON, JAMES A.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.;Sigma NuFraternity.
CANDLER,CLAIRE G.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.CANONICA, PAULA JO: History; Tacoma, Wash.; Delta Delta DeltaSorority.
CARLINGTON,GARY ALLEN: Business Administration;Puyallup, Wash.;Ellery Capen Award.
CARLSON,DALE P.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.CAVNESS,DOROTHY: Sociology;Auburn,Wash.
CHARLES, CYNTHIA: Elementary Education; Richmond, Virginia; KappaAlpha Theta Sorority.
CHEESMAN,BEVERLY A.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.CHEUNG,PETER W.: Chemistry;Corvallis, Ore.
CHING,DONALD L.K.: Business Administration;Honolulu,Haw.CHOUINARD, JOHN F.: Business Administration; Seattle, Wash.; BetaTheta Pi Fraternity (Treasurer); IFC.
CLAIBORNE, KATHLEEN H.: Elementary Education; Tacoma, Wash.;Chapel Choir; Chips; Chi Omega Sorority (Pledge Class President,PersonnelChairman);TAMANAWAS Staff.
CLEMMER, RODNEY B.: Mathematics; Seattle, Wash.; Phi Delta ThetaFraternity;JV Basketball.
COLBY,JANICE L.: Elementary Education;Gig Harbor,Wash.COLLINS, CHRISTOPHER W.: Business Administration; Seattle, Wash.;Alpha Kappa Psi; Campus Playcrafters; Choppers; Choral Society; BetaTheta Pi Fraternity.
COMPERE, LINDA L.: Elementary Education;Lake Forest,Illinois;ChapelChoir;Chips;Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority (Social Chairman).COOK,DAVID F.: History;Olympia,Wash.
COMBE,NORMA J.: Elementary Education;Gig Harbor,Wash.COOP,DEANNE: Art;Woodland Hill,Calif.
COOPER,NANCY RUTH: Sociology;Seattle,Wash.




COWDEN,GARY F.: Business Administration;Chandler,Arizona.
COYNE,ROBERT L.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
CRAMER,CHRIS H.: Physics;Everett,Wash.; UPS Band.
CREWS,DIANE L.: Elementary Education;Aberdeen,Wash.;Chips;People
to People (Secretary); Sigma Alpha lota (Secretary); Delta Delta Delta
Sorority.
CROUCH,JOHN C.: Biology;Portland,Ore.
CUNNINGHAM, KRISTEN: Business Administration; Cowiche,Wash.; Phi
Chi Theta (Treasurer,Historian,Scholarship Receipient).
CUNNINGHAM,LOIS M.: Business Administration;Ft.Worth,Texas.
CURRIE,JAMES A.: Business Administration;Seattle,Wash.
CURRIER, ELIZABETH F.: Elementary Education; Seattle, Wash.; Mortar
Board;Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority;Spires.
CURTS,DAVID M.: Psychology; Tacoma,Wash.
CURWEN,GREGORY;Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
D
DAVENPORT,PAMELA C.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.;Choral
Society; Kappa Phi (Secretary,President); UPS Band.
DAVENPORT, ROBERT M.: Elementary Education; Tacoma, Wash.;
Arnold Air Society (Information Officer); Choppers;Choral Society.
OAVIES,JEFFERY T.: History;San Carlos,Calif.
DAVIS, CONSTANCE: Elementary Education; San Marino, Calif.; AWS
(Senior Key Committee); Choral Society; Delta Delta Delta Sorority
(Corresponding and Recording Secretary); Vienna Semester Abroad;
Homecoming Queen Candidate.
DAVIS,VIRGINIA G.: Philosophy;Tacoma,Wash.
DEAN,RONALD E.: Religion; Veradale,Wash.
DEKOKER,FRANCIS: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
DEL VECCHIO, JOANN M.: Occupational Therapy, San Francisco, Calif.;
Occupational Therapy Club.




DOLAN,JEAN A.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.
DOLL, GEOFFREY A.: Education; Tacoma, Wash.; Student Nat'l
Education Assn.; U.E.A. (Vice President).
DOLL, SUSAN B.: Elementary Education; Tacoma, Wash.; Student Nat'l
Education Assn.;U.E.A. (Treasurer).
DONAHUE,NANCY;French;Tacoma, Wash.
DOOLEY, DOROTHY: Occupational Therapy; Santa Monica, Calif.; Theta
Sorority (Pledge Education Chairman, Historian); Spurs (President); UPS
Band;O.T.Outstanding Sophomore Scholarship.
DOWNEY,CAROLINE: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.
DUBSKY,STEVEN E.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
DUNCAN, GORDON A.: Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.; Alpha
Kappa Psi (Secretary, Executive Vice President);Veterans' Club (Secretary).
DUPEA,DONNA M.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
E
EARNEST,CHRISTINE D.: Occupational Therapy;Portland, Ore; Campus
Playcrafters; Chips; Occupational Therapy Club; Chi Omega Sorority;
TAMANAWAS Staff;WRA;Homecoming (1967 Publicity Chairman).
EGSTAD, RUTH A.: Elementary Education; Woodland, Wash.; Delta Delta
Delta Sorority; Spurs; TRAIL Staff; Homecoming (1967 Dance Chairman).
ELLIOTT,JAMES: Biology: Seattle,Wash.
EMRICH,THOMAS D.: Business Administration;Lake Oswego,Ore.
ENGELL,CAROL L.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.
EWEN, DOUGLAS L:Business Administration; Tigard, Ore.; Beta Theta Pi
Fraternity;Swimming.
F
FARGHER, THOMAS B.: Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.;
Veterans'Club;Debate Team;Wrestling Team.
FARLEY, JOHN A.: Business Administration; Willits, Calif.; Alpha Kappa
Psi; Choppers; Choral Society; Sigma Chi Fraternity; Young Republicans;
Seven Day Campus Director.
FARNELL,WILLIAM R.: Business Administration;Centralia,Wash.
FERNALD,BEVERLY J.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.
FISHER,KATHLEEN S.: Political Science;Tacoma,Wash.
FITZPATRICK,EDWARD;Art;Tacoma,Wash.
FOSS,ATLE: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
FOSTER,ROSEMARY B.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.
FOWLER,ANN M.: French;Palmer, Alaska.
FRANCIS,GARY L.: Psychology;Federal Way,Wash.
FRANKLIN,MICHAEL: Art Education;Tacoma,Wash.
FREEMAN, MILLER: Business Administration;Orinda,Calif.; Alpha Kappa
Psi;Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity;Tennis Team.
FREIHEIT,ROGER E.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.
FREY, JANET C.: Sociology; Evanston, Illinois; AWS; Spring Play 1967
(The Birds); Chips (Songleader); Judiciary Committee (Secretary); Gamma
Phi Beta Sorority (Pledge Director); University Church; WRA; Dorm
Counselor;Homecoming Committee Chairman.





GAULDING,JOHN S.: Business Administration;Port Orchard,Wash.
GEDDY, LINDA D.: Sociology; Denver,Colo.;Campus Playcrafters;Chapel
Choir; Chips;Choral Society;Cross Currents;Chi Omega Sorority (Activities
Chairman); TAMANAWAS Staff; WRA; University Church Committee;
Chinook Club; French Club; Senior Key Committee; Homecoming
Decorations Committee;Splinters;Spirit Spoofer.
GEHRKE, KATHLEEN C.: Elementary Education: Tacoma,
Wash.; People to People; Silver Seals; Gamma Phi Beta Sorority.
GILBERT, JOAN: Occupational Therapy;Tacoma,Wash.;Frosh
One Acts; Occupational Therapy Club (Secretary); Delta Delta
Delta Sorority (Rush Chairman, House Manager); Spurs;
Homecoming; Vienna Semester Abroad.
GLASGOW,PEGGY J.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.
GLUNDBERG,BRUCE W.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
GLUNDBERG,JANE E.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.
GLUTH,ELLA M.: Occupational Therapy;Port Angeles,Wash.
GOETTLING, NANCY M.: Biology; Tacoma, Wash.; Kappa Kappa Gamma
Sorority.
GOLDMANN,ELIZABITH W.: English; Federal Way,Wash.
GOODIN,PAUL A.: Political Science;Seattle,Wash.
GORDON, RICHARD K.: Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.; Alpha
Kappa Psi; Beta Theta Pi Fraternity (Rush Chairman); Admissions
Representative; IFC Committee.
GRAY, NILMAH; Mathematics; Tacoma, Wash.; Choral Society; Kappa
Alpha Theta Sorority (Treasurer, Second Vice President, President); Spurs;
WRA; Freshman Orientation Co-Chairman; Christmas Around Campus
Co-Chairman.
GREGOIRE,SANDRA H.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.
GREIFFENBERG,KAREN; Art; Tacoma,Wash.
H
HAGIN,DOUGLAS S.: Business Administration;Steilacoom,Wash.
HAINES,CRAIG L.: Speech;Salem,Ore.
HALSTEAD,JUDITH K.: French;Tacoma,Wash.
HAMILTON, LOANNE: Education; Spokane, Wash.; Silver Seals; Delta
Delta Delta Sorority (Assistant Treasurer,Chaplin,President).
HAMMOND,TERRY: Biology; Alderwood Manor,Wash.
HANSEN,DAN J.: Political Science; Tacoma,Wash.
HANSEN,GARY A.: Political Science;Poulsbo,Wash.
HANSON, JAMES R.: Business Administration, Tacoma, Wash.,Veterans'Club.
HANSON,LOU A.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.
HARDY, J. MICHAEL: Business Administration; Seattle, Wash.; Sigma
Alpha Epsilon Fraternity; Vienna Semester Abroad.
HARTLEY,BRUCE: Business Administration;Shelton,Wash.;Alpha Kappa
Psi; Phi Delta Theta Fraternity; Intercollegiate Knights; Varsity Basketball;
Intramural Assistant Director.




HASLETT,CYNTHIA C.: Elementary Education; Longview,Wash.
»84
HAUSHAHN, KEITH R.: Psychology; Tacoma, Wash.; TRAIL Staff
(Business Manager,Advertising Executive).
HEAD,CAROL C.: History; Tacoma,Wash.
HEALD,DIANA K.: English;Tacoma,Wash.
HEINZE,CHARLES M.: Occupational Therapy;Steilacoom,Wash.
HELLER,GREG:Mathematics;Portland.Ore.
HENDERSON, JAMES R.: Political Science; Tacoma, Wash.; Young
Democrats.
HENRY, DEAN W.: Political Science; Monitor, Wash.; ASUPS President;
Central Board Chairman; Artists and Lectures Committee; Finance
Committee; Sigma Chi Fraternity; IFC (Secretary, President); Publications
Committee; Student Affairs Committee; Who's Who (1967-1968,
1968-1969); Ralph G. Olsen Memorial as Most Outstandin Greek Student
(1967-1968).
HERRINGTON,ROBERT W.: Music Education;Opportunity,Wash.; Choral
Society; Intercollegiate Knights; Tacoma-Ups Symphony; UPS Band;
Professor Assistant — Music.
HEWSON, JAMES B.: Social Studies; Great Falls, Montana; Choppers;
Freshman Sgt.-at-Arms;Sigma Nu Fraternity; Rally;Student Nat'l Education
Assn.
HICKS,STEPHEN: Sociology; Salem,Ore.
HILL, CAROLYN: English; Redwood City, Calif.; Chips; Choral Society;
Mortar Board (Treasurer); Delta Delta Delta Sorority (Scholarship and
Service Projects Chairman, Librarian); WRA; Homecoming Spirit Chairman.
HILLING,DENNIS G.: Sociology;Tacoma,Wash.
HINDS,BETTY J.; Elementary Education;Coupeville,Wash.
HINTON, DENISE: Elementary Education; Portland, Ore.; Choral Society;
Sailing Club; Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority (House Manager); Senior Key
Committee;Angel Flight.
HIRATA,SHARON E.: Occupational Therapy;Honolulu,Haw.
HOAG, ANN M.: German; Mount Vernon, Wash.; Chapel Choir; Chips;
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority; Honors Program.
HODGES,CLARA A.: Elementary Education;Tacoma, Wash.
HOLBROOK, MARILYN: Elementary Education; Seattle, Wash.; Chips;
Home Economics Club; Alpha Phi Sorority (President); Student Nat'l
Education Assn.
HOLL,BARBARA: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.
HOLLAND,STEPHEN P.: Business Administration;Chehalis,Wash.
HOWARD,JAMES: Physical Education;Centralia,Wash.
HOWE,SCOTT: Business Administration;Port Orchard,Wash.;Alpha Kappa
Psi;Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity;Bartender — Pat’s.
HOLZBERGER,LORETTA: Home Economics;Puyallup,Wash.
HUDAK,WILLIAM J.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.
HULST,THOMAS D.: Political Science;Tacoma,Wash.
HURST,JANICE LEE: Political Science;Tacoma,Wash.
HUNT,DAVID: Chemistry;Seattle,Wash.
HUSS, CHRIS: Political Science; Walla Walla, Wash.; Frosh One Acts;Theta
Chi Fraternity (Secretary, House Manager); TRAIL Staff; Campus Faith
Council; HomecomingSub-Chairman.
HUSSEY,DANA R.: Sociology;Spokane,Wash.
IVERSON, THOMAS G.: Political Science; Woodland, Wash; ASUPS First
Vice-President; Central Board; Artists and Lectures Committee; Elections
Committee (Chairman); Finance Committee; Forensics; Intercollegiate






JOHNSON, DONALD R.: Business Administration;Tacoma, Wash.; Arnold
Air Society.
JOHNSON, TED: Political Science; Tacoma, Wash.; Choppers; Phi Delta
Theta Fraternity (President); IFC.
JOHNSON,THOMAS H.: Art Education; Tacoma,Wash.
JOHNSTONE,ANNA M.: Biology;Tacoma,Wash.
JONES, GERALD D.: Business Administration; Longview, Wash.; Alpha
Kappa Psi.
JACOBSON,ROY L.: History;Gig Harbor,Wash.
JAEKEL, DENNIS J.: Political Science; Tacoma,
Sigma Chi Fraternity; Young Republicans.
JOHNSON,ALF: Biology;Great Falls,Montana.
JOHNSON, CHERYL R.: Art Education; Tacoma,
JONES,JESSIE M.: Education;Port Orchard,Wash.
JONES, SUZANNE L.: Occupational Therapy; McMinnville, Ore.;
Independent Students Assn.;Occupational Therapy Club.
JUE,SILAS G.: English;Seattle,Wash.
K
KEEHN, BONNIE L.: Elementary Education;Stevenson, Wash.;Chi Omega
Sorority,
KEMP,JONATHAN A.: Political Science;Beverly Hills,Calif.
KENNEDY,WILLIAM F.: Religion;Tacoma,Wash.
KESE, CARL: Biology and Political Science; Tacoma, Wash.; Phi Delta
Theta Fraternity;Honors Program; Vienna Semester Abroad.




KINLEY,JANET: Biology;Tacoma,Wash.;Artists and Lectures Committee;
Chemical Society; Kappa Phi (Corresponding Secretary); Mortar Board;
People to People (Secretary); Alpha Phi Sorority (Treasurer); Tacoma-UPS
Symphony.
KITTINGER,KATHERINE: Elementary Education; La Verne,Calif.;Chips;
Sailing Club;Chi Omega Sorority ( Vice President);Student Nat'l Education
Assn.
KNECHT,VALERIE: Speech and Drama;Tacoma, Wash.;Delegate-at-Large;
Central Board; Forensics; Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority (Corresponding
Secretary); Who’s Who; Young Republicans; Candidate for Kappa Sigma
Stardust Queen;U.S.N.S.A. Campus Coordinator;Phi Beta (Secretary).
KNUDSEN, SUSAN: Elementary Education; Tacoma, Wash.; Choral
Society;Gamma Phi Beta Sorority (Recording Secretary).
KEPELKE, LEE W.. Physics; Miami, Florida; Arnold Air Society;
Intercollegiate Knights;Who's Who.
KORICH, STACY A.: Spanish; Tacoma, Wash.; Young Democrats; Spanish
Club.
KOSKIVICH, GARY S.: Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.; Alpha
Kappa Psi;Choral Society.
KRAMER, OWEN S.: Geology; Olympia, Wash.; Chemical Society; Asst.
Member; Independent Students Assn.
KRATOCHVIL, BILLIE: Home Economics; Federal Way, Wash.; Home
Economics Club (Treasurer);Pi Phi Nu;Helen Meyers Scholarship; American
Home Economics Associations.
KRATZ, HEDWIG L.: Occupational Therapy,Bremerton,Wash.
KRIMMEL,ROBERT M.: Geology;Denver,Colo.
KRISTENSEN,PAUL A.: Business Administration; Tacoma,Wash.
KUBACH,PATRICIA R.:Political Science;Washington D.C.
KUO HAI,SHU: Education; Tacoma,Wash.
L
LACHOTZKI,FRED W.: Business Administration.
LADWIG, DONALD W.: Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.; Alpha
Kappa Psi.
LAMB, JAMES M.: Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.; Arnold Air
Society; Young Democrats.
LAMKEN, ROSE: Art; Tacoma,Wash.
LAMPE,PATRICK: Political Science; Tacoma,Wash.
LARSON.CHRISTINE: Art;Tacoma,Wash.
LARSON, ROBERT J.: Biology; Tacoma, Wash.; ChemicalSociety; Honors
Program.
LAUGHLIN, ADAM: Business Administration; Seattle, Wash.; Kappa Sigma
Fraternity (President-1967-1968);IFC.
LAUGHLIN,ROBERT C.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
LAVERY, ROBERT J.: Business Education; Chicago, Illinois; Alpha Kappi
Psi.
LAWRENCE, ALLAN: Business Administration; Seattle, Wash.; Theta Chi
Fraternity;Member of UPS Crew,Commodore of Team.
LAYFIELD,DONALD R.: Physical Education; Yakima,Wash.
LEE,PEGGY ANNE: History;Tacoma,Wash.
LEEPER, ROBERT E.: Business Administration; Salem, Ore.; Arnold Air
Society; Alpha Kappa Psi; Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity (Vice President);
Intercollegiate Knights (Treasurer); Tacoma-UPS Symphony; UPS Honors
Program;Vienna Semester Abroad (1968).
LEIGHTON,DENNIS L.: Business Administration;Bremerton,Wash.
LEONARDO,CAMILLE I.: Occupational Therapy;Tacoma,Wash.
LEROY,DEANNE K.: Elementary Education; Tacoma,Wash.
LEWIS,JAMES BURTON: Psychology;Tacoma,Wash.
LIND,JOHN J.: Business Administration;Mercer Island,Wash.
LINDEMAN, KAREN: Occupational Therapy; Seattle, Wash.; Occupational
Therapy Club; Young Republicans (Secretary); Secretary of College
Republican League of Wash.; Vice President and President of Regester Hall;
Honors Program.
LINDSAY,DONNA C.: Elementary Education;Tacoma, Wash.
LINDTWED,JAN: Biology;Seattle,Wash.;Chips;Delta Delta Delta Sorority
(Officer); Vienna Semester Abroad.
LISICICH, PRISCILLA: Political Science; Tacoma, Wash.; Mortar Board;MUN; Pi Beta Phi Sorority (Rush and Scholarship Chairman); Spurs(Secretary); Vienna Semester Abroad; Little Sister of Minerva; House of
Critics Steering Committee.
LOCKERT,JEANNINE: Elementary Education; Tacoma, Wash.
LONES, MARILYN L.: Elementary Education; Seattle, Wash.; ChoralReaders; Choral Society (Treasurer); Forensics Tournament Judge; KappaPhi; People to People; Sailing Club (Secretary); French House President —Commencement Bay Campus;Social Concerns Seminar in San Francisco..LUEHRS,L.GREGORY;Biology; Vancouver,Wash.
LUNDBERG,ROGER D.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
LYLES,EDWARD H.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
LYONS,FRANCIS D.: Business Administration.
LYON,THOMAS R.: Business Administration;Tacoma, Wash.
MOON,JOHN PAUL:Political Science;Honolulu,Hawaii.
MORGAN, DONNA; German; Portland, Ore.; Mortar Board (Secretary);Delta Delta Delta Sorority ( Vice President, Chaplain, Songleader); Spurs(Songleader); Tacoma-UPS Symphony; WRA; Homecoming (Co-Chairmanfor Banquet).
MORGAN,LINDA E.: Elementary Education;Seattle,Wash.
MOSLEY,KATHRYN B.: Biology; Tacoma,Wash.
MOSTOLLER,SANDRA K.: English;Tacoma,Wash.
MUNROE,NORMAN W.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.MUNRO, JANIE: Social Science;Seattle,Wash.; Chapel Choir;Mortar Board(President); Panhellenic (Secretary); Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority (FirstVice President, Second Vice President, Scholarship and Rush Chairman);Spurs;Who's Who; Chairman for Parents Weekend; Chairman for FreshmanTalent Show.





MC FARLAND, DANIEL K.: Political Science; Seattle, Wash.; Phi DeltaTheta Fraternity;Choppers; Varsity Football.
MC GILCHRIST,SANDRA: Sociology; Salem,Ore.; Campus Film Review;Artists and Lectures Committee; Chips (Secretary); Choral Society; ChiOmega Sorority; Spurs; TAMANAWAS Staff (Copy and Individuals Editor);Splinters (Secretary); Christmas Round Campus Decorations Chairman;Homecoming Royalty Committee;French Club.
MC GUIRE,DONALD B.: Business Administration;Des Moines,Wash.MC KINNON,MICHAEL D.: Business Administration; Olympia,Wash.MC KOWN, MARTHA J.: Occupational Therapy; Denver, Colo.; KappaAlpha Theta Sorority (House Manager, Recording Secretary).MC LARNEY, ARTHUR: Physical Education; Tacoma, Wash.; Sigma NuFraternity;TRAIL Staff (Sports Editor);Varsity Baseball,
MC MULLEN,RONALD: Business Administration;Salem,Ore.
M
MACARTHUR, BRUCE: Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.;Independent Students Assn.; Spanish Club (President); International Club(Publications Chairman).
MACKEY,RICHARD E.: Political Science;Shelton, Wash.MAGEE, GREG A.: History, Tacoma, Wash.; Central Board; Choppers;Sigma Nu Fraternity; IFC;Who's Who.
MALANCA,JEANNINE: Sociology;Tacoma,Wash.
MANNING,ERNEST W.: Political Science;Tacoma,Wash.MARTIN,DANIEL M.: Biology; Elma,Wash.
MARTIN, LES: Chemistry; Tacoma, Wash.; Arnold Air Society; ROTCScholarship.
MASONIC,CHARLES C.: Political Science;Tacoma,Wash.MATSUDA,DIANE: Elementary Education; Lahaina,Maui,Hawaii.MAYNARD,A. CHRISTINA: Occupational Therapy; Vancouver,Wash.MENDENHALL,CAROL: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.MENDENHALL,CAROL: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.MERCEREAU,PATRICIA M.: Psychology;Tacoma,Wash.MEREDITH,J. LYNDON: Physical Education;Tacoma,Wash.MERRICK, RODGER: Social Sciences; Seattle, Wash.; Choppers; Phi DeltaTheta Fraternity; Varsity Baseball.
MERRILL,DANIEL E.: Mathematics;Tacoma, Wash.MESSINA,FRANK J.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.MICELI,EUGENE R.: Business Administration;McChord Air Force Base.MIGNERY, RICHARD C.: Psychology;Keeseville, New York.MILLER,CARROLL G.: Elementary Education;Cashmere, Wash.MILLER,EMILY P.: Occupational Therapy;Spokane,Wash.MOEN,TIMOTHY:Psychology;Poulsbo,Wash.MOFFETT,DONALD R.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.MOHN, KATHLEEN C.: French;Tacoma,Wash.MOHN,WAYNE M.: Psychology; Tacoma,Wash.
NELSON,MARSHA E.: Elementary Education; Tacoma, Wash.; Alpha PhiSorority (Pledge Trainer); Spurs;Spurs Junior Advisor;Phi Beta (Treasurer);Frosh One Acts.
NELSON, WILLIAM C.: History; Oakland, Calif.; Arnold Air Society;Central Board; Freshman Class Vice President; Sigma Nu Fraternity(President, House Manager); Intercollegiate Knights (President);IFC;Who'sWho; Varsity Track; Lettermen's Club; Intercollegiate Knights — Knight ofthe Night.
NEU,THOMAS W.: Business Administration;Seattle,Wash.
NEVERS, DIANE: Elementary Education; Hoquiam, Wash.; Chips; Kappa
Alpha Theta Sorority (Activities, Scholarship Chairman and Corresponding
Secretary); Vienna Semester Abroad.
NEVITT, LAUREL C.: Sociology; Tacoma, Wash.; Alpha Phi Sorority;
Spurs; UPS Band; Angel Flight; Dream Girl of Theta Chi; Honors Program.
NOLAN,JAMES W.: Social Science;Tacoma.Wash.
NORDEN,CATHERINE J.: History;Tacoma,Wash.
NORTON, MARY S.: English; Tacoma, Wash.; Kappa Phi (Freshman);
Student Christian Council (Freshman); Semester in Rome;Splinters; Dorm
Officer.
NOWACK, VIRGINIA: Occupational Therapy; Lake Forrest, lllinois;
Occupational Therapy Club (President); Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority
(Editor).
O
OBIOZOR, GEORGE: Political Science; Awo-Omamma,Orlu;TRAIL Staff;
Who's Who.
O'CONNELL,MICHAEL;History;Mossyrock,Wash.






PACE,CHARLES D.: Business Administration;Tacoma, Wash.
PAGE, THOMAS K.: Business Administration;Seattle, Wash.; Alpha KappaPsi.
PALLAS,ELLEN C.: Biology.
PARTENHEIMER, KAREN: Occupational Therapy; Downers Grove,Illinois; Chips; Occupational Therapy Club; Delta Delta Delta Sorority;Pierce County Tuberculosis Association Award; Student Faculty WinterimCommittee;Homecoming Spirit Chairman (1968).
PATTERSON,PEGGY J.: Elementary Education;Tacoma, Wash.PAWLYSZ,OKSANA M.: Chemistry;Philadelphia,Pa.
PEARSE,MARIN G.: History;Hillsborough,Calif.
PEARSON, THOMAS W.: Chemistry; Tacoma, Wash.; Chemical Society;Language House.
>
PEEL, PAMELA S.: Elementary Education; Seattle, Wash.; Pi Beta PhiSorority (Recording Secretary).
PENDERGRAST,ROBERT P.: Music; Tacoma,Wash.
PEPELNJAK,STEPHANIE: Spanish; Virginia,Minnesota.
PERKINS,ERIC R.: Business Administration: Tacoma, Wash.
PERRY, WALTER H.: English; Olalla, Wash; University Faith Forum(Chairman);University Church Committee.
PETERSON,REID F.: Business Administration;Enumclaw,Wash.
PETERSON,RICHARD D.: Physics;Tacoma,Wash.
PETH,JOHN M.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
PETTEYS,KEITH: Business Administration; Tacoma,Wash.
PITTMAN,JOHN G.: Business Administration;Auburn,Wash.;Alpha Kappa
Psi.
PICKENS,JANET R.: Elementary Education; Tacoma,Wash.
POLLOCK, ANN E.: Elementary Education; Burton, Wash.; Kappa Kappa
Gamma Sorority.
PORTER,CANDACE: Art Education;Puyallup,Wash.
PORTER, MARGARET: Elementary Education; Tacoma,Wash.; Kappa Phi;
Student Nat'l Education Assn.; Young Republicans.
POWERS,HARRY R.: English; Tacoma,Wash.
PRENTICE,ALLAN E.: Psychology; Tacoma,Wash.
PRICE,MICHAEL B.: Physcial Education;Tacoma,Wash.
PULITANO, RAY A.: Political Science; Tacoma, Wash.; Beta Theta Pi
Fraternity (House Manager); IFC; Young Democrats; Provisional Teaching
Certificate.
PUTMAN, JON H.: Business Administration; Gig Harbor, Wash.;Veterans'
Club.
R
RADEMAKER, CHARLES: Economics; Tacoma, Wash.; Sigma Nu
Fraternity; Vienna Semester Abroad.
RASELL, SUSAN: Elementary Education; Lynnwood, Wash.; Judiciary
Committee; Mortar Board; Chi Omega Sorority ( Vice President, President);
TRAIL Staff (Features Editor); Splinters; Honors Program; Chapel
Committee; Christmas Around Campus; Tacoma City Panhellenic
Scholarship.
RASMUSSEN,BARBARA K.: Elementary Education;Gig Harbor,Wash.
RASMUSSEN, PAIGE: Education; Upland, Calif.; AWS; Choral Society;
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority (President);Daisy Mae Candidate.
RAWN,JAMES: Political Science;San Marino,Calif.
REDER,EDRIS D.: Elementary Education; Tacoma,Wash.




REUTER,JAMES D.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
REYNOLDS,BARBARA J.: English;Tacoma,Wash.
RISTVET,BYRON L.: Geology;Tacoma,Wash.
ROBBINS,PAMELA A.: Elementary Education;Milton,Wash.
ROBERTS, EILEEN K.: Elementary Education; Seattle, Wash.; Chips;
Independent Students Assn.
ROBERTS, FREDERICK C.: Business Administration;Kingston, Wash.
ROBERTS, RANDY G.: Mathematics; Seattle, Wash.; Phi Delta Theta
Fraternity; Varsity Football,Baseball;Junior Varsity Basketball.
ROBERTSON, JOHN D.: Political Science; Seattle. Wash.; Sigma Chi
Fraternity; Varsity Ski Team.
ROCK, TERESA S.: Elementary Education;Lake Oswego, Ore.; Mortar
Board (Editor); Pi Beta Phi Sorority (Vice President); Chapel Planning
Committee;Angel Flight (Commander).
ROEMER,ALFONS B.: Business Administration.
ROGERS,DORIS N.: History;Port Orchard,Wash.
ROLFE,DAVID H.: Political Science;Seattle,Wash.
ROLFE,JAMES D.: Business Administration; Tacoma,Wash.
ROSE,RICHARD R.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
ROSENBERG,KRISTIN: Art;Seattle,Wash.
ROSS, BRYAN K.: Business Administration; Gig Harbor, Wash.; Alpha
Kappa Psi (Vice President);UPS Band.
ROSS, DENNIS D.: Social Science; Seattle, Wash.; Young Republicans
(President,Publicity Chairman).
ROWE, DOROTHY: Home Economics; Tacoma, Wash.; Home Economics
Club (Historian);Kappa Phi (Treasurer);Pi Phi Nu.




SAGE,PATRICIA P.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.SALSTROM,RICHARD A.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.SAYRE,RARGERY F.: English;Olympia,Wash.
SCHEEPBOUWER,JACOBUS: Business Administration.
SCHLENDER, FRANKIE S.: Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash., PhiChi Theta.
SCHMIDT,PAUL M.: Business Administration;Tacoma, Wash.
SCHNEIDER,PHILIP L.: Philosophy;Mt. Vernon,Wash.
SCHRADER,STEPHEN P.: Physical Education;Puyallup,Wash.
SCHUT, HOHAN H.W.R.: Business Administration; Dosterbeek,
Netherlands;Soccer Club (Manager);International Club (Treasurer).
SCOGGIN,DAVE L.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.
SCOTT, JUDITH M.: Occupational Therapy;Tacoma,Wash.
SEABORN,JACK A.: Business Administration;Mercer Island,Wash.
SEGAL,RICHARD A.: Business Administration;Burbank, Calif.
SEICK,FRED L.: Education;Port Orchard,Wash.
SELDEN,FREDERICK:Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
SELLERS,LOUISE: Elementary Education; Tacoma,Wash.
SELLERS, MARGARET A.: Elementary Education; Port Orchard, Wash.;
Student Nat'l Education Assn.
SELLIN,DALE V.: Business Administration;Spenard,Alaska.
SHAW,DEBORAH: Speech and Drama; Olympia,Wash.;Mortar Board;Phi
Beta; Student Christian Council; University Church; Harrington Dorm
Officer — Fall of 1967 — Vice President; Phi Beta Junior Women's Speech
Award;Best Actress in Major Production for 1967-1968 Season.
SHELBY, STARKE: Business Administration; Kemah, Texas; Alpha Kappa
Psi;Sigma Alpha Epsilon (President);Semester in Rome.
SHORT, CATHERINE: Economics; Seattle, Wash.; Kappa Alpha Theta
Sorority (Social Chairman and Vice President);Phi Chi Theta.
SIAS,PATRICIA A.: Art;Tacoma,Wash.
SKEA, MARC G.: Business Administration; Tacoma, Wash.; Alpha Kappa
Psi; UPS Band.
SLANGEN, LOUIS F.: Business Administration; Roermond, Holland;
International Club;Soccer Club.
SLIJPER, EVERT P.: Business Administration; Haarlem,Holland; Foreign
Students Club.
SMITH, COLLEEN: Speech; Caldwell, Idaho; Campus Playcrafters;
Forensics; Panhellenic (Secretary, President); Pi Kappa Alpha; Chi Omega
Sorority;Spurs;Who's Who;Phi Beta Charter Member (Treasurer.President).
SMITH,GAIL L.: Speech;Tacoma,Wash.
SMITH, LINDA A.: German;Mercer Island,Wash.
SMITH, LOUIS C.: Education and Political Science; Seattle, Wash.; ASB
Office; Central Board; Choppers; Class Office; Who’s Who; Black Student
Union.
SMITH,MICHAEL G.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
SMITH,NORMAN R.: Business Administration;Olympia,Wash.
SMITH,RICHARD D.: Elementary Education; Tacoma,Wash.
SMITH, ROCKWELL D.: Speech and Drama; Salmon, Idaho; Campus
Playcrafters;KUPS.
SMITH, WARREN L.: Psychology; Tacoma, Wash.; Artists and Lectures
Committee; Sigma Nu Fraternity; Intercollegiate Knights;TRAIL Staff,UPS
Band;Who's Who;Public Affairs Forum.
SMYTH,DONALD G.: Economics;Tacoma,Wash.
SOLI,BARTLETT W.: Business Administration; Olympia,Wash.
SOLTMAN,J.DAVID: Psychology;Tacoma,Wash.
SOMERS,ALAN M.: Business Administration;Seattle,Wash.
SOULE, VIRGINIA H.: English; Tacoma, Wash.; Campus Playcrafters;
Artists and Lectures Committee; Mortar Board; Pi Beta Phi Sorority;Spurs.
SPARKS,LINDA H.: Elementary Education;Wenatchee,Wash.




STARKEY,WALLY R.: Political Science; Tacoma,Wash.
STARR,JANE L.: Elementary Education; Tacoma,Wash.
STEGEMAN,DIRK: History;Blaine,Wash.
STELLA, SHIRLEY: Sociology; Tacoma, Wash.; Campus Film Review;
Artists and Lectures Committee; Chips; Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority;
Student Christian Council;WRA.
STENEIDE,ARDRA: Elementary Education;Puyallup,Wash.
STEPHENS,EDWARD N.: History and Political Science;Centralia,Wash.
STEPHENSON, WILLIAM JOHN: Business Administration; Mill Valley,
Calif.
STEVENS,MARJORIE J.R.: Elementary Education;Federal Way,Wash.




STOPPLER,JURLEY D.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.
STRONG, JOHN: Religion; Wenatchee, Wash.; Chapel Choir; Sigma Nu
Fraternity; IFC;Honors Program;Chapel Committee.
STRONG,TIMOTHY P.:Music;Tacoma,Wash.
STROWBRIDGE,DALE R.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.;Alpha
Kappa Psi; Independent Students Assn.; Veterans'Club.
STUFFT,CAROL: Spanish; Cut Bank, Montana;Gamma Phi Beta Sorority.
SUVARNAVASI,NAENGNOI: English.
SWITACK, JOHN B.: Political Science;Northridge,Calif.
T
TAGUPA,COURTNEY: Business Administration;Honolulu,Haw.
TAYLOR, DONALD H.: History; Tacoma, Wash.; Independent Students
Assn.
TAYLOR,RICHARD C.: Business Administration;Pasadena,Calif.
TEICHROEW,SANDRA B.: Elementary Education; Tacoma,Wash.
THIES,GREGORY: Business Administration;Seattle,Wash.
THOMAS,PAMELA: Education; Aiea,Oahu, Haw.; Independent Students
Assn.; Mortar Board;Silver Seals; Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority;WRA;Tennis
Team.
THOMAS, VICTOR M.: Chemistry; Tacoma,Wash.;Chemical Society.
THOMPSON,CATHRYN W.:Biology;Tacoma,Wash.
TIETJEN, BRUCE E.: Business Administration; Bothell, Wash.; Campus
Playcrafters; Choral Society; Phi Delta Theta Fraternity; TAMANAWAS
Staff (Activities,Photo Editor).
TODD,STEPHEN S.:Physics;Tacoma,Wash.
TOWNSEND, KAREN H.: Home Economics; Tacoma, Wash.; AWS
Representative; Home Economics Club (Vice President); Pi Phi Nu; Sister
University Committee (Secretary); 1968 Crisco Award; Outstanding Student
in Home Economics.
U
UDMAN, SUSAN R.: Elementary Education; Everett, Wash.; AWS
(Chairman of Senior Key Committee); Chips (Vice President);Gamma Phi
Beta Sorority (Treasurer, Scholarship Chairman); Student Nat'l Education
Assn.;WRA.
UHL, ROY S.: English;Tacoma,Wash.
URQUHART,SANDY: German;Bothell,Wash.
V
VANARNAM,WARD L.: Education; Tacoma,Wash.
VANCE, JOHN W.: Sociology; Tacoma, Wash.; Independent Students Assn.
VAN EIKEN,HANS: Business Administration.
VAN ROOIJEN, GERARD; Business Administration;Holland; International
Club (Social Chairman).
VELTKAMP,DIANE:Biology;Tacoma,Wash.
VERNETTI,ROBERT J.: Business Administration;Olympia,Wash.
VOIE,MARY L.: Business Administration;Tacoma,Wash.
VOZENILEK,BEVERLEY A.: Biology;Tacoma,Wash.
W
WAHLGREN,FRED G.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.
WALTER,WILLIAM L.: Sociology; Tacoma,Wash.
WARD,ARTHUR G.:Political Science.
WARREN, PHILIP B.: Business Administration; Los Angeles, Calif.; Alpha







WHITE,SUSAN C.: Elementary Education; Palo Alto,Calif.
WHITT,RITA D.: Elementary Education;Tacoma,Wash.
WICKMAN,PAMELA: Education;Milton,Wash.
WILES, PAM: Education; Seattle, Wash.; Choral Society; Delta Delta DeltaSorority;Spurs.
WILKIE,ALAN B.: Music.
WILLIAMS,DAVID C.:Mathematics;Tacoma,Wash.
WILLIAMS,MARILYN J.: Business Administration;Auburn,Wash.
WIMER, SHARON A.: Home economics; Tacoma, Wash.; AWS; Choral
Society; Home Economics Club; Helen Myers Scholarship for Home
Economics.
WHITTENBERG, JANIE: Education; Seattle, Wash.; AWS; Chips; Choral
Society;Student Nat'l Education Assn.; Varsity Show.
WIRSING,MARLENE H.: Education;Tacoma,Wash.
WOLFE, MARY; Business Administration; Beaverton, Ore.; Alpha Phi
Sorority (Social, Rush Chairman, Chaplain); Angel Flight Executive Officer;
Homecoming Candidate.
WOOD,MICHAEL G.: Business Administration; Tacoma,Wash.
WOOD,MICHAEL J.: Political Science;Portland,Ore.
WOOD, LAURA: Art Education; Everett, Wash.; Artists and Lectures
Committee; Pi Beta Phi Sorority; Chairman of San Francisco Cultural






YILDIRAN, GUZVER;Psychology and Philosophy; Istanbul, Turkey;
Independent Students Assn.; Mortar Board; Alpha Kappa Negro Sorority
Scholarship; International Club (Treasurer, Secretary, Vice President);
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